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Someone snatched his cousin’s wife and son. FBI agent Luke Falcon is searching for a
kidnapper and sorting out the crime. He’s afraid it’s the work of a stalker. He’s afraid they’re
already dead. And he’ll do anything required to get them back alive . . . but he didn’t plan on
falling in love with the only witness.This stand-alone title is a repackage of what was previously
known as True Courage, the fourth book in the Uncommon Heroes series.

From the team that brought us You Can, Toucan, Math, comes another fun way of looking at
something many kids have trouble getting the hang of: fractions. Although there is no narrative
story within the book to explain how fractions work, there are plenty of imaginative, creative
approaches presented in each fraction problem. The computer-generated artwork is very bold
and bright―it not only enlivens the pages, it graphically explains the concepts within the "story
problems" it accompanies. A lot of essential terminology, like "numerator" and "denominator" is
explained, along with functions like comparing, multiplying, and dividing fractions. A former math
teacher, Adler ably covers a lot of essential ground in one hardcover book and makes it fun. The
book is sure to be quite useful for parents and teachers alike in introducing techniques for
solving word problems. The reinforced library binding and heavy duty paper stock assures that it
will stand up to repeated use.About the AuthorDavid A. Adler taught math for eight years. In that
time he learned many things from his students -- including the fact that they thought fractions
were hard. So he decided to prove that learning how to work with fractions is not only easy, but
also fun! He lives with his family on Long Island. You can learn more about him at www.
davidaadler.com.Edward Miller loves to make concepts clear to kids and has demonstrated that
in his previous nonfiction books. School Library Journal praised his Alphabeep: A Zipping,
Zooming ABC by Debora Pearson as "stunningly illustrated." He lives in New York City. You can
visit his website at www.edmiller.com.
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Praise for Dee Henderson“The name Dee Henderson is synonymous with authenticity. Her
books shine with believable facts and descriptions while her characters think and act like the
professionals they are.” —Romantic Times magazine••••••“Dee Henderson delivers an
uncommonly good story with grace and style.” —Romancejournal.com••••••“Dee Henderson is
a phenomenal writer. Her books are fast-paced and keep you on the edge of your seat. Be
warned . . . if you ever read one of Dee’s books, you’ll be hooked!” —T., Ebook Library.com
reader••••••“This storyline is one of reality and suspense but at the same time does not let go of
spirituality and romance. I couldn’t put the book down. Let’s face it. There are a whole lot of
romance/suspense Christian book writers out there but none like Dee Henderson. . . . She can
outdo them all!” —G. K., Ebook Library.com reader••••••“Henderson amazes me again! She
creates a stunning portrayal of the suspense and terror in the life of an FBI agent. She is an
amazing author and receives two thumbs up.” —H. L., Ebook Library.com reader••••••“True
Courage is a novel that begins well and consistently builds in suspense throughout the story to
the thrilling conclusion. The conflicts engage the reader because they are true to life. The
characters are detailed, and the environment created by Dee Henderson is easy to see with the
mind’s eye. I would recommend this to fans of Christian fiction, romance, suspense, or crime
drama.” —S. D., Ebook Library.com reader••••••“True Courage is a fantastic romantic suspense
novel about a family whose faith and love for one another gives them the courage to get the job
done. . . . Dee Henderson is a wonderful writer who pens an action-packed thriller with heart.” —
H. K., Ebook Library.com readerVisit Tyndale online at .TYNDALE and Tyndale’s quill logo are
registered trademarks of Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.KidnappedCopyright © 2004 by Dee
Henderson All rights reserved.Kidnapped first published in 2008 by Tyndale House Publishers,
Inc.Cover photograph © by iStockphoto. All rights reserved.Designed by Ron
KaufmannScripture quotations are taken from the Revised Standard Version of the Bible,
copyright © 1952 by the Division of Christian Education of the National Council of the Churches
of Christ in the United States of America. Used by permission. All rights reserved.This novel is a
work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the product of the author’s
imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events, locales, organizations, or
persons living or dead is entirely coincidental and beyond the intent of either the author or the
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one then who hears these words of mine and does them will be like a wise man who built his



house upon the rock; and the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat upon
that house, but it did not fall, because it had been founded on the rock.”MATTHEW 7:24–
25PrologueWedding guests crowded the reception hall, and the accumulated noise made it
hard to carry on a conversation. Caroline shielded her sister’s wedding dress sleeve from a
guest turning abruptly with a piece of chocolate cake. She wished she could convince Sharon to
find a place to sit for a minute instead of circling the room greeting every guest again. Caroline
leaned in toward Sharon. “Who’s the man talking with Mark?”Her sister looked around people to
see who her new husband was speaking with. “The good-looking guy in the tux and black tie?
Mark’s cousin, Luke Falcon.”Caroline’s interest was piqued. Luke stood taller than most around
him, watching the gathering, even as he held a glass and gestured occasionally as he spoke.
Twice in the last ten minutes he had made a point of turning to keep track of where she and
Sharon were in the crowd. He was probably keeping track of Sharon rather than herself, but it
was still disconcerting.Even from across the room she was aware the scrutiny came with neither
a smile nor a frown; he just studied. It reminded her of the first days of a school term as wary
students scoped out their new teacher.“The cousin who’s an FBI agent?” Caroline asked. If Luke
had gray eyes to go with that thick black hair, curling just a bit around his temples, and a
pleasant voice to listen to, she knew what she would decide about him. She already liked what
she knew about him by reputation.“Yes. Luke arrived about twenty minutes before the ceremony;
I heard his flight got delayed by bad weather.” Sharon picked up a piece of wedding cake from
the refreshment table. Caroline gratefully accepted an offered cup of punch, her throat dry from
the nonstop exchange of greetings.“The photographer wants a few more wedding pictures in the
chapel before we move over to the restaurant for the evening,” Sharon said. “Could you find
Benjamin for me?”“I can try.” Her nephew was incredibly proud of the fact he’d been allowed to
stand up with Sharon and Mark and hold the rings for them. He wasn’t so thrilled at the
realization that he had to wear the suit and tie even after the ceremony. Caroline wouldn’t be
surprised to find Benjamin had made an escape to less confining surroundings once his duties
were done.She left Sharon at the refreshment table with the minister’s wife and started the
search. Small boys were not easy to locate in a sea of adults. Benjamin had slipped behind
some chairs to join Mark and Luke, his tie still on but tugged loose, and what looked like a stack
of baseball cards in his hand.Relieved to spot him, Caroline headed across the room. Mark saw
her coming and leaned down to say something to Benjamin. Moments later her nephew came to
meet her, parting the adults in his way like a general going into battle. “I’m to rescue you.”“Good, I
need rescuing.” She let him catch her hand and tug her toward the guys.“Mr. Luke, this is my
aunt Carol.”She wasn’t ready for the instant introduction, but she smiled and offered her hand.
“Caroline Lane.”“Hello, Caroline. Luke Falcon,” he replied, shifting his glass to free his
hand.Baritone—a really nice baritone that had a mellow smoothness and matched his nice
smile. She liked it instantly. She held his gaze as he took her hand and she liked what she saw:
realistic, grounded. He must have seen too much in his job to have the eyes of a dreamer. Luke
was taller than she had realized and not quite as handsome as she first thought. Too much living



showed on his face.When he released her hand, she wrapped both of hers around her glass of
punch and realized it was time to take a breath. He looked good in the tux, relaxed. No one
should be that comfortable in a tux. He was studying her again, but in a casual way, having
apparently made up his mind about her.She glanced at Mark, quickly smiled, and looked down
at her nephew, much more at ease with someone a third of Luke’s age.Benjamin slid a badge
bigger than his hand into his suit pocket so it rested shield out. “Aunt Carol, I’m going to be a
lawman too.”“It looks great.” And it looked real. She silently gave Luke credit for being
comfortable around kids. Adults who didn’t spend much time with them either treated her eight-
year-old nephew as if he were half that age or expected him to behave with the maturity of a
young adult.“You would make a great lawman one day,” she concurred, brushing Benjamin’s
honey brown hair back from his forehead with a quick swipe and dislodging the confetti. “I’m
afraid your mom needs us for a few more pictures in the chapel.”“More? They already took a
hundred.”“Just a few more. Then she said you could lose the coat and tie.”“About time.”Mark
laughed and held out his hand. “Come on, buddy. We’ll go help your mom look
beautiful.”Caroline risked meeting Luke’s gaze. The man was still watching, a slight smile playing
around his mouth. “You’re welcome to join us. We’ll be moving over to the restaurant after the
pictures are complete, and I think—”His pager went off, interrupting her. “My apologies.” He
glanced at the number but didn’t make a move to return the call. “You were saying?”“Just that it
will be a bit less chaotic.” She nodded to the pager. “Trouble?”He looked to make sure Benjamin
had moved out of earshot. “I’m working a murder case. Life is a bit hectic today.”“I’ll be glad to
save you a place if you need to go make some calls.”“They can wait.” Luke looked tired. It wasn’t
in his posture or expression but in his eyes.She found her own nervousness disappearing and in
its place a comfortable concern starting to bloom. They would see each other for decades to
come at family gatherings; he was safe to treat as family. “Then you must come over to the
restaurant. It will be quieter, and you can have something more substantial to eat for dinner than
cake.”“I’ll do that. It was a beautiful wedding, Caroline. You did a nice job.”She felt a blush start
and hated the fast warmth. “Thanks, I enjoyed helping Sharon put it together.”He just smiled at
her demur. Someone had been telling him details she thought were private. Sharon had needed
to work more hours on call at the hospital in order to get time off for the honeymoon, and
Caroline had been able to stagger her summer job hours so she could help with wedding
preparations. Making it a perfect day had been her gift to her sister. She hadn’t realized others
would hear about her efforts though.“Mark’s happy. It’s nice to see,” Luke said.“So is
Sharon.”“Benjamin mentioned he gets to spend the next week with you?”Caroline nodded.
“We’re going on day trips to a nearby ranch to ride horses.”“An ideal vacation for a young man.”
Luke set down his glass and tugged a pen from his pocket. He wrote a number on his napkin
and offered it to her. “If you need anything in the next week, call me. I’ll be back at my Sandy Hill
home for the foreseeable future. Just in case Benjamin tumbles off one of those mighty steeds
as he does battle with imaginary dragons. Mark and Sharon will be more than a few hours
away.”“I appreciate it.” She memorized the number as she folded the napkin in her hand.



“Benjamin is serious about the badge and the idea of being a lawman. I’m sure he’ll be asking
you some questions over dinner.”“He already asked if I would teach him to shoot.”“And what did
you say?”He smiled. “Ask Sharon.”Caroline ran her tongue around her teeth. “Smart man. I need
to go get my picture taken.”“Hmm. I’d like one.”“A wedding picture?”“That too. If you keep
blushing like that, the photographer will get a wonderful photo.”“You’re not supposed to
notice.”“That would be a shame.”She smiled back at him, unable to resist his subtle flirting. “You
can comment then.”He offered his arm. “Let me see you safely to the chapel.”She rested her
hand on his jacket sleeve. Her long dress made walking with a natural stride impossible, but he
adjusted to the constraint from the first step. The crowd parted for them. At the door to the
chapel, Luke’s pager went off again. Caroline slid her hand from his arm. “They’ll just keep trying
to get your attention. You might as well make your calls. I’ll make sure we wait for you.”He looked
at the number on the pager. “Unfortunately true. Go finish your work of the day while I finish
mine, and then come keep me company tonight so we can talk without distractions.”She wasn’t
used to someone so swiftly claiming her time, but she laughed, appreciating it and him. “I’ll do
that.” She smiled as she walked into the chapel, wondering just how much of her own life was
about to change as a result of this wedding day. She wasn’t one for taking great adventures, but
occasionally—a little diving into the deep end of life might get interesting, and she was in a
mood tonight to find out.••••••“Would you like to walk awhile?” Luke leaned down to be heard as
he paused behind her chair at the restaurant table.The bride and groom were away, and the
guests were dispersing. Caroline nodded. She needed to stretch her legs and get some fresh air
before she called it an evening. It was either accept the invitation or admit to herself she was too
flustered by his attention to do so.He held her chair for her, caught up his jacket from the back of
his chair, and said good night for them both. The hotel where she was staying adjoined the
restaurant, and Luke escorted her through the restaurant to the garden path connecting the two
buildings.He’d waited for her in the hotel lobby earlier while she went up and changed from her
wedding finery to something more comfortable for the evening meal. He had left his tie in the car
and turned up the sleeves of his white shirt to his elbows and relaxed, while she had just lost her
bravery.“I learned a lot about Sharon and Benjamin at dinner. Now tell me about Caroline
Lane.”Caroline wasn’t sure how to answer. “There’s not much to tell. I grew up in Benton, went
away to college to get my teaching degree, and returned to Benton when I graduated. I’ve been
teaching fifth grade at a private Christian school ever since.”She caught his smile at how she
summarized her life. “You love to teach.”She glanced away to inspect the flowers along the
garden path. “Yes. I grew up thinking of myself as a teacher, the same way my sister wanted to
be a doctor.” He didn’t ask another question, and she tried again to get him to talk about himself.
So far this evening he’d smoothly turned aside questions by other guests at dinner. “Did you
always want to be in law enforcement?”“I like making the world a safer place.” His smile
reminded her of Mark’s—self-knowing, touched with humor. “That makes being an FBI agent
sound grander than it is, but the job suits me. There aren’t a lot of gray areas to crime.” He
gestured to the bench up ahead, and she moved that direction, taking a seat.She noted that



while he said the job suited him, he hadn’t added that he enjoyed it. She knew it couldn’t be that
pleasant, the way his days unfolded. He’d come to the wedding with a murder investigation
under way, and even through dinner he’d received two more pages. It was obvious that when he
was quiet, his thoughts hadn’t been on the conversations around him but rather on the details of
a case that left him looking grim. “It’s nice to have this day over; it’s been long.”“Very. Do you think
Sharon and Mark getting married was a good idea?”She turned startled eyes toward him. “Don’t
you?”“It’s just a question, Caroline.” He stretched out his legs and folded his hands across his
chest, relaxing as he had earlier when talking with Benjamin, like a load was shifting off his
shoulders.“It took Sharon a long time to get over the death of her first husband, and as time
passed, I wondered if she’d ever want to move on. Mark—he made her laugh again like I hadn’t
heard in a long time. Sharon enjoys being married, being a wife. So yes, I think it will be a good
marriage. They love each other a lot.”“My cousin has been career focused since college. He
waited so long to marry, I admit I was surprised when I got his call. I understood once I met
Sharon. Mark already loves Benjamin like his own.”Maybe it was the day and the direction of her
thoughts today, but Luke sounded wistful. Caroline hesitated but asked the burning question
anyway. “Have you ever been married?”She knew so little about Luke Falcon. While Mark had
mentioned him often and spoke highly of the man, his remarks hadn’t included many hard
facts.“No. I came close back in college, but the timing never seemed to work out. Jenny and I
dated through high school and college, but I ended up going to one coast and she to another for
graduate work.” His expression cleared. “I’m glad now in a way; it would have been hard on her.
Some people have a life that can be shared more easily than others. My partner is married.
Jackie’s got two boys and a husband who adore her. I watch them and often wonder how they’ve
made it work.”“You’ve got a job that’s hard to leave behind at the end of the day.”Luke nodded.
“The day they invented the pager and mobile phone was the day police work fundamentally
changed for the worse. The job’s changed me,” he admitted. “Didn’t someone once say
something about the sadness of innocence lost? A few years at this job took away a lot of good
assumptions I had about people.”He shook his head. “How did we get on such a morbid topic as
work? Are you and Sharon big into holiday traditions?”“The important things about blending
families.” She nudged off one shoe and drew her leg up under her, smiling as she considered his
question. The traditional days to celebrate mattered a lot to her, if only because they provided
excuses to stop and reconnect with friends and family. If she had her wish, every one of them
would be a big deal.“The very important things,” he agreed. “What should I know first?”“We’re a
close family.” Because she thought he was alone too much in his life, she searched her memory
for all the events that would clue him in on how that was about to change. She smiled. “Next time
he sees you, you’re sure to get a Benjamin welcoming hug. He’s into establishing his circle of
important people right now, and getting a dad and an ‘uncle’ in a matter of a day is a big deal for
him. This wedding anniversary will be more than just a day for Mark and Sharon to
remember.”She pushed her hair behind her ear. “I like Christmas best. Snow, the smell of fresh-
cut pine, and hot cider. I start piling gifts away in October, and around the second week of



December the tree goes up. Benjamin likes to try to guess the gifts.”“Would it be a bit scrooge of
me to mention I often choose to work the Christmas Day shift? By the end of December I’ve had
about as much Christmas as I want for the year.”“It does get a bit overwhelming when Christmas
music starts in November. We’re more traditional about birthdays—there’s always a favorite meal
and a cake, and depending on what seems most important, either a trip somewhere or one
significant gift. It’s always been kind of like a wish-come-true day for us.”“I like that idea.”“You do
celebrate birthdays, don’t you?” Caroline teased.“I take the day off if possible—leave the pager
at work—and find somewhere off the beaten path to explore.”“Time being the most precious gift
of all, given the demands in your year?” Caroline asked.“Yes.”“Where have you
explored?”“Caves, forests, underwater reefs, shipwrecks. I went skydiving one year and about
ended up with permanent vertigo.”“Do you have plans for this year?”“I’m getting old. I’m leaning
toward horseback riding for the day followed by a steak grilled over the fire. No more
walking.”She laughed, suspecting he could probably do a ten-mile hike on a bad day without
breaking a sweat. “That sounds like a nice day to look forward to.”“Have you settled on plans for
your New Year’s Eve yet?”“No.”“Spend it with me. Those two days I will have off, and I’d enjoy
sharing the celebration with you.”“Thank you, Luke, but you don’t need to save me from being
sad. I won’t have Sharon and Benjamin with me for the holidays this year, but it won’t be so
bad.”“I’m asking purely for selfish reasons.”“It’s over two months away. You might change your
mind.”“I won’t.”“I admit, you’re puzzling me. It seems like an odd request, asked so far in
advance.”“Not from where I sit.”She didn’t quite know what to say. She slowly nodded. “Okay. I’ll
block off New Year’s Eve and Day as taken.”“Thank you.” He leaned back to study the hotel.
“What time did Karla say she was bringing Benjamin back to the room?”She glanced at her
watch. “I’ve got another twenty minutes before the pool closes. Benjamin will stay in the water
until the last minute and ask to swim again first thing in the morning.”“Then there’s time for
coffee.” Luke rose and offered her his hand. “You prefer the flavored kind I noticed.”She let him
pull her to her feet and balanced against him while she slipped back on her shoes. “A touch of
French vanilla makes coffee so much more memorable.” Like this evening had turned out to be
memorable. She was glad she had joined him.1ONE YEAR LATERMark Falcon knew success
and enjoyed it. As the late-afternoon sun came in the floor-to-ceiling windows of his office, it
reflected off the architecture awards on the side table, a rainbow painting the wall. His son made
the shadow of a barking dog in the blue and purple bands. Mark judged the distance and made
a bear appear, which moved in to gobble up the dog.Benjamin laughed. “Your hands are huge,
Dad.”The boy’s wonder combined with the name Dad—he had done a few things very right in his
life, and marrying Sharon and adopting her son last year were near the top of the list. “Yours will
one day be as big.” He made the shadow of a tree house. “The tree house blueprints should be
done printing. Why don’t you go see?”Benjamin dashed from the office to the open drafting
room. Mark followed at a more relaxed pace. Nine now, with a touch of MacGyver in his
unquenchable curiosity, his son seemed to be thriving under his attention. Mark was trying to
rearrange his life to provide that time, but he had worried about the transition.He was confident



now that keeping the family in Benton, Georgia, an hour and twenty minutes outside Atlanta, had
been the right decision. The schools were good, the hospital and medical clinic where Sharon
continued to work top-notch, and the town still had open land and woods around it. Mark didn’t
mind the occasional commute to Atlanta when business required it; the pace in Benton better fit
what he wanted for his family.He watched his son carefully tear the blueprint from the wide
printer. “It’s perfect.”Mark picked up an empty carrying tube. “I’m glad you like it. We’d better stop
by the lumber mill this weekend to order our supplies. By the end of October you’ll be inviting
your friends over.”“You’ll teach me to use the saw?”“I will. You can even make the trim if you like;
we’ll finish this tree house right. A good architect always finishes the finer details.” He offered
Ben a pen and an official label for the blueprint tube. “What do you say we pick up your mom and
get dinner? I’m starved.”Sharon tried to keep her last patient appointment to no later than five on
Wednesday nights so they could have a family night. The last couple of weeks their dates had
been hot dogs from a street vendor and rented in-line skates at the park. For a practical doctor,
Sharon didn’t always act much older than her son.“Can we invite Aunt Carol?”“If she’s free.” Mark
had a soft spot in his heart with Caroline’s name on it. She had introduced him to Sharon. “Call
her and see.”••••••They ended up at the mall after eating at the pizza buffet. It was Benjamin’s
idea of the perfect evening and Mark would agree. He walked with his wife window-shopping
while Caroline and Benjamin invaded stores to compare toys and laugh at silly things like fish
wind chimes and talking doorbells.He paused with Sharon at the upper floor courtyard, waiting
for Benjamin and Caroline to catch up, and couldn’t resist leaning over to kiss his wife. A year
since their honeymoon and she could still make him forget his name.Mark reluctantly ended the
kiss. “Tell me you don’t have early rounds tomorrow.”She smiled slowly. “Nine o’clock.”Mark
rubbed his thumb on Sharon’s shoulder blade, appreciating the answer, and even more the
promise in her smile. A guy didn’t deserve to be this happy. He couldn’t resist reaching up to
touch her face and trace her smile and the perfect little dimple next to it. “I’ll take the morning off
and drive you in to work, then take Benjamin to school.” His words were simple enough, but the
huskiness in his voice conveyed a return promise for tonight. He hoped Benjamin would find a
book and volunteer to turn in early with his Snoopy desk light on. It was time to go home. Mark
slid his hand down to grasp Sharon’s, looked around, and didn’t see Benjamin.“He’s across the
way at the pet store scoping out the puppies,” Caroline offered. She was leaning against the
railing overlooking the lower level, her attention focused across the walkway at his son.The faint
blush coloring her cheek and the back of her neck made Mark squeeze Sharon’s hand, move to
the railing, and lean forward to see Caroline’s expression. “Sorry.”She smiled even as her blush
deepened. “Don’t be.” Caroline watched Sharon join Benjamin at the pet store window and laugh
with him as one of the puppies rose to plant his feet on the glass. “My sister deserves to be
happy.”“So do you.”“I am happy.”“Hmm.” Mark thought she was, to the extent she didn’t know
what she was missing in life. “Would you like a date next week? I know a nice guy who’s
interested.”“You know I’m seeing Luke.”“My cousin could use some competition. He’s canceled
on you too often due to work.”“He’s been busy.”“No disrespect to Luke, but he’s had a year to get



his priorities sorted out. Work followed him to the wedding, and it’s still following him. I’d say
that’s enough time to reevaluate things. Besides, you would really like this guy, Caroline. Let me
at least introduce you.”“Is he an architect or in construction?”“He owns a furniture business.”She
turned to rest her back against the railing. “He sounds more interesting than your financial
adviser.”“Who thought you were adorable and was crushed when you politely declined a second
date. Come on. You’ll enjoy yourself. You ought to take me up on an introduction at least once a
year.”She answered his verbal nudge with a smile. “Next week—” She shook her head. “Sorry,
school extracurricular events are just getting started, and I’ll be tied up with registration and
scheduling.”“And the following week you’ll be busy grading papers.”“What can I say? A fifth-
grade teacher’s time is in high demand.” She patted his arm. “I’m comfortable being single and
still looking. Marriage is work.”“But the compensation is high.” How Caroline ended up shy when
her sister was an extrovert was a mystery, but he thought it rather a nice one. He was going to
help her find a relationship that worked; he had set his mind on it. She was just going to take
someone special. He thought it was Luke, but that wasn’t coming to pass as he’d hoped, much
to his disappointment. Mark leaned down to pick up the new package resting near her feet. “I
see Benjamin found his kite.”“It will need a lot of string and running room to launch it.”“Those are
the best kind.” He slipped the receipt in his billfold, then tugged out the money to repay Caroline,
and tucked it along with an extra twenty in the side pocket of her purse. “Go to a movie on
me.”“Thanks, Mark.”“You’re welcome, and please rub off on your nephew a bit more. I had to tug
the fact he wanted a kite out of him.” He added the sack to those he carried. Benjamin was just
beginning to accept that it was okay to ask him for something. “He’s frugal to the point of making
me feel like the kid and he the adult.”“He’ll grow out of it by the time he gets a driver’s license and
wants to borrow the car and twenty bucks.”“I hope so. Ben’s making me feel guilty about being
rich. It’s been a while since that emotion was around.”Caroline laughed and he smiled back. She
had long ago given him the gift of liking him regardless of what he owned.He remembered what
he meant to ask earlier, and Mark’s smile faded. “Any more hang-up phone calls?”Caroline’s
smile disappeared too. She shook her head.Someone had developed the habit of calling her at
6 a.m. and hanging up when she answered. “You’ll tell me if they start again?”“Yes.”He searched
her face, looking for any indication she was merely being polite. If he thought trouble was
blowing in again, he’d mention it to Luke. Hang-up phone calls had started the trouble for her last
year, and Mark wasn’t going to let it flare up again without reacting early.Luke and Caroline had
gone several tense rounds last fall over what to do. Luke tried to protect her against an
unidentified person on the edge of stalking her, and Caroline found Luke’s concern smothering.
Mark didn’t want to open that can of worms again now that they were finally getting their
relationship back on track, but if trouble had returned, ignoring it wouldn’t help. Mark understood
the edgy concern Luke felt—a few of the “gifts” involved had been sent to Sharon to be delivered
to Caroline.“You’ve got that look again. That protective, in-your-domain, determined look,”
Caroline remarked.“You are in my domain,” Mark replied, keeping it low-key, still feeling out the
boundaries she’d accept.“I appreciate it, but let this be.”If she was denying getting calls, he didn’t



have much choice. “I’ll let this be.”She smiled her thanks. A guy could get lost in that smile. It was
time he reminded Luke a year had passed. If the man wasn’t so busy with work, he would have
long ago realized just how special Caroline was and made their relationship permanent. “Are you
going to join us for Labor Day weekend in Atlanta?”“I’ll have to bring some work along, but
Benjamin insists I come see his Atlanta Braves in person.”“I’m glad.” He’d known if he set
Benjamin to the task he’d get a yes. “Plan to come Friday and stay through Monday
evening.”“We’ll talk about it.”Sharon and Benjamin joined them, and Mark squeezed her hand
and let the matter drop. He stepped forward to offer the sack holding the kite to his son. “Let’s go
home, buddy. I want a rematch on the video game.”••••••Caroline slowed her sedan and lifted a
hand to acknowledge Benjamin’s wave as Mark pulled into his driveway. It wound back to the
home he had designed and built with a family in mind. An evening at the mall had been a nice
time. She appreciated the fact Mark went out of his way to include her occasionally in their family
nights.She clicked her headlights to high beam as she entered the heavier woods, glad the
country road was rarely traveled except for residents who lived in the area. Down an incline,
around a forty-degree curve to the left, she slowed and made a sharp turn into the gravel
driveway to her house. The headlights bounced off trees and hanging branches and cast moving
shadows along both sides of her car.She pulled into the garage and parked, the darkness total
as she shut off the car. Her keys held as weapons between her knuckles, she walked to the
farmhouse, opened the kitchen door, and flipped lights on inside. The kitchen counters were
clear, the spider fern turning slowly in the movement of air, a faint steady click and then the
icemaker dumped ice. She was alone.She shut off the alarm system and walked over to touch
the new message button on the answering machine. The single message was the library
confirming that a requested book was in. Whoever had been calling her had moved on. The
troubles last fall had been more than enough for both Luke and herself: phone calls, unexplained
small gifts, that last frightening bouquet of roses. The matter was behind her now, and she
wanted it to stay buried.Caroline moved toward the hallway, stepping out of her shoes and
tossing them toward the steps. When Sharon and Benjamin had lived with her, the living room
was often strewn with toys and the cupboards filled with the basics that little boys loved. The
house was too quiet now, and the holes on the shelves where Sharon’s knickknacks had been
were still waiting to be filled.Caroline sorted the mail she’d picked up at the roadside mailbox
after school and took the two magazines with her to the back patio. She turned on the outside
lights and looked around the backyard and woods before settling into a chair. The backyard was
her special domain, the terraced flower beds and winding walkways her creation.She flipped
through the first magazine. What would she do with a garlic press? She turned down the corner
of the catalog page, marking it as a good illustration to use during her chef elective. Somebody
in the class could find an Italian recipe that called for the use of this special gadget. Pungent
foods tended to get the boys interested in at least trying cooking for themselves.Caroline
thought again about Mark’s offer to set up a date and knew she would eventually say yes, if only
to sidestep the friendly pressure. Mark was right; Luke had been busy lately, and she had been



content to let their relationship drift and not press the issue. She longed for a deeper relationship
with Luke. She wanted more, but it hadn’t happened over the last year. Maybe it was time to let
go of that hope and move on.I’m not sure what to do, Lord. Luke is not the kind of guy you push.
I’d like to be more than casually dating him, but I don’t know how to get that to change. I can’t
compete with his work, and I’m smart enough not to try. I just don’t think he’s ready to settle
down.It was so easy to love Sharon and Benjamin. During the last several years since Sharon’s
first husband had passed away, Caroline had poured her time and love into helping her sister
with Benjamin. It had been a joy to do so. Loving her students was easy too, for she could find
ways to help them enjoy school.But figuring out how to love Luke—he was nearly as much a
mystery after a year as he had been the day of her sister’s wedding. She admired what she saw
in him and thought loving him would be richly worth it, but she didn’t know how to get inside his
head. He wasn’t a man who easily shared much of himself.The phone rang. Caroline waited for
the answering machine to kick in, not willing to answer any calls without first screening them.
She hoped there never was another heavy breathing phone call while Luke was around. The
man was a bit frightening when he shifted into work mode.The phone stopped ringing.Caroline
closed the magazine. Uneasy now with the night around her, she rose. She stepped back inside
the house and shut the patio door behind her. No one was out there. No one. But she didn’t like
the feeling on the back of her neck, wondering if someone was watching again . . .••••••He
watched her rise from the chair through the zoom lens and took one last photo. He’d rattled her
with the phone call. He didn’t like it when her smile disappeared and those worry lines
reappeared, but at least the call had gotten her to look up so he could get the silhouette photo
he wanted.Going by touch, he slowly advanced the film to minimize the clicking sounds. He’d
need to develop the photo with care given the backlighting from her house, but he thought all the
photos from tonight would turn out.Leaves tickled his face as he turned to follow lights coming
through the trees. A car slowed through the turn in the road and then drove past Caroline’s
driveway.Months of watching Caroline had shown she rarely had company after sundown. Her
routine was stable—relax on the back patio, go inside and fix dinner, move into the family room
to review lesson plans while she watched some TV. If only Caroline could see herself as he did,
she’d understand why he had come back.He was smarter now on how to approach her. He had
photos of Benjamin, and he had just about finished his photos of Sharon. He slid the camera into
his bag. Easing from the log on which he sat, he moved deeper into the woods.He would fit into
Caroline’s life this time, not intrude. Luke would be out of her life soon and Caroline would be all
alone again—and his.2Luke Falcon followed his partner’s directions taking I-20 to exit 154,
listening to the police scanner and watching Labor Day weekend traffic build. It was coming up
on 2 p.m. Friday, and traffic would only get heavier until it peaked around ten o’clock, as people
streamed out of Atlanta to vacation destinations across the state.Luke touched his brakes to
slow and pulled onto the exit ramp. Out of habit he reached over to the dashboard and picked up
his sunglasses. He didn’t need them to shade his vision, but he did like the fact the dark glasses
concealed his expression. Lying, anger, fear—Luke could read a record of someone’s emotions



in their eyes. He preferred not to have someone read his. Even Caroline who, like his partner
Jackie, sometimes saw too much for comfort.The Sunrise Motel sign rose high over the highway.
The building itself had a white pasty plaster exterior, twenty-four rooms, and an office with a
solitary tree outside the door and a sign advertising VACANCY. It qualified as cheap
accommodations for travelers who didn’t mind a motorcycle revving in the parking lot and a
semitruck and trailer blocking numerous parking spaces.Luke parked behind one of the cop cars
crowding the lot.Jackie Milner stood by the open doorway to room 15, talking with Taylor Marsh,
a detective from the state homicide division, flipping pages in her notebook as she wrote down
what he said. A body was coming out of the room in a black bag on a stretcher, moved by two
men from the coroner’s office.Frank Hardin had a preference for interstate interchanges, and this
hotel fit the sort of place he might choose to stay. Luke picked up the folder of photos and got out
of the car. He walked across the white gravel lot to join them. “Sorry to be late, I got held up by a
call as I was walking out the door. Hello, Marsh.”“Falcon.” Taylor offered his hand. “Nothing
breaks for a year on this case, and now we’re deep into it again. I hope you didn’t have plans for
the weekend.”“Frank exists to mess up my dating life.” Luke’s plans to get away early and meet
Caroline for dinner were fading. Life kept intruding on his well-laid plans. “What do we have?”“I
agree it’s probably Karen,” Jackie said. “Time of death is less than twenty-four hours ago;
housekeeping found her. If she was our unnamed caller to the tip line, looking to cash in on the
reward, Frank must have found out.”Luke walked over to the body bag. An officer unzipped it and
Luke didn’t let himself react to the smell. The woman’s neck was snapped. The photo on file was
not very flattering, but it was enough to confirm visual ID. “Karen Iles, last known girlfriend of
Frank Hardin. There are fingerprints in the file,” he agreed, passing over the folder to Taylor.Luke
waited until the body was loaded into the coroner’s van before walking to the motel room to look
at the crime scene.The room was like many he had stayed in over the years. A queen-size bed,
an age-worn dresser, two wall lamps, and a color TV clamped to the dresser. The heating and
air-conditioning unit under the window was still on, the aged compressor rumbling. The room
looked lived in with the old bedspread pushed to the floor, sacks of fast food piled by the
overflowing trash can, spare change on the dresser, damp towels on the bathroom rack. “Talk
me through what we know.”Jackie pointed with her pen. “She was found on the floor beside the
bed, resting on her side, no visible injuries beyond the broken neck.”“No sign of defensive
wounds?”Jackie shook her head.Luke looked at the makeup open on the dresser, the uncapped
perfume bottle, a single high heel resting on the bed. He’d seen neat lipstick on her mouth.
Karen must have been getting ready to go out for the evening when Frank snapped her neck and
left her on the floor.“The room was signed for under her name,” Jackie went on. “The car she
listed is still in the lot—the blue Pontiac by the Dumpster. Her purse is here but the wallet and
credit cards are missing. The coroner’s guys are guessing time of death tentatively between six
and nine last night; they’ll get it narrowed down for us.”Luke stepped out of the room to let the
crime scene technicians going through Karen’s belongings finish their work. “What else?”“The
clerk picked out Frank’s photo as the man with Karen,” Jackie said. “They arrived together on the



afternoon of August 17. No room-to-room calls, no indication they knew anyone else staying at
the motel. No one heard loud voices or saw others coming or going from the room.” Jackie broke
the seal on a bottle of cold water and took a long drink. “The last time anyone saw Frank around
the motel was just after 10 p.m. yesterday. One of the guests reported seeing him get into the
passenger side of a van.”She pointed to the end of the parking lot. “The van was parked down by
the Dumpster next to the Pontiac; the guest remembers its slot because he would have thrown
away some empty liquor bottles but for having to pass by Frank. He says the van was light
colored, white, maybe beige, a cargo or panel type without windows. He’s certain there were no
logos or writing on the side.”“So someone picked Frank up. Do we know anyone in his circle of
family or friends who drives a white van?” Luke asked.Jackie flipped through her notes. “A friend
has a black SUV, and there’s a pickup truck registered to his father,” she said. “Nothing close to a
light-colored van. Officers are interviewing the other guests to see if anyone else saw the van
arrive or leave.”Luke looked at Taylor. “Anything useful you can add about the van?”“Statewide,
none have been reported stolen in the last two weeks. I’m hoping the driver filled up at one of the
gas stations at this interchange or the next ones along these interstates. There are only so many
places to stop if he stayed on major roads. I’ve got officers getting whatever security footage is
available, but it may take a while. We’ll have a lot of white vans to eliminate.”Luke looked around
the parking lot. “Frank knows that we keep track of his friends; he’s been staying out of state for
the last several months. He came back now for a reason. If he was on his way into Atlanta, why
stay this far out of town for over a week?”“He needs cash to stay on the run . . . He’s hired
muscle . . . He came back for a job in this area?” Jackie proposed.“It fits his profile,” Luke agreed.
“If he’s been here over a week, there’s a chance he’s been out canvassing the location of his
next job. A newspaper, a fast-food receipt—maybe he left us some marker so we can figure out
which town he’s been visiting along these interstates. We’ve got a lot of ground to cover.”“I’m just
surprised he didn’t leave our phone number written on the mirror for the arriving cops like he did
last time.”“So am I. And I’m tired of being taunted by this guy.” Luke pulled out his keys. “I’ll get
the call center spun up and information out to the media on the van, Frank’s and Karen’s photos,
and reminders about the existing reward. Half of the state is traveling this weekend. We need
someone to spot him. If he’s still in the area, he’s got to be sleeping somewhere.”Luke was tired
of standing over Frank Hardin’s victims. The man had to be stopped, and this time they might
have a chance to catch him. It would mean Luke’s weekend off would be spent working, but it
couldn’t be helped. The leads were hot and they had to be run to ground before Frank
disappeared again.Caroline was getting shortchanged again, and Benjamin would be
disappointed when he missed the Braves game. Both reactions were coming and both were
deserved; work’s toll on his personal life was getting steep. But some cases had to be solved, no
matter what the personal cost. This was one of them.••••••School would be dismissing early for
the holiday weekend, and Caroline didn’t even try to teach for the last half period. She needed a
break as much as her students did. The crossword puzzle sketched on the board at the front of
the classroom had the easy questions answered. “How about five down? Does anyone have an



idea?” Caroline stepped back to study the list of questions. This was a hard puzzle.Lynn raised
her hand. “Maybe . . . temperature?”Caroline counted the letters. “Beautiful job.” She filled in the
letters. It was the first time Lynn had volunteered an answer today. She was a quiet student, but
today was unusual. Something was bothering her, and Caroline still hadn’t figured out what it
was. Papers rustled behind her as students filled in five down on their copies of the puzzle.The
last bell of the day rang.“Whoever finishes the puzzle gets an extra ten minutes of art time. Enjoy
your long weekend.”Her kids were already moving, backpacks straining with books, assignment
folders, and gym shoes. The boy in the third row, fourth seat, didn’t move with the others.
Caroline set a three-by-five card on his desk and softly said, “Fifty times.” He tugged out a piece
of paper and pen without debating the point. Detention had become almost routine for both
Kevin and herself.Caroline followed her students to the door. Lockers lined the hall, and the sixth
graders from the next room dominated the hallway so that her kids disappeared into the crush of
bodies. She smiled greetings to kids from last year and saw from the milling parents in the
hallway that the third-grade class was not yet back from their half-day field trip.Benjamin had told
her all about the trip while he waited in her classroom this morning for the bus that would take
them to the museum. He’d be back soon, overflowing with news of what he had seen.Caroline
turned back into her classroom, out of habit advancing the calendar page by the door, then
switched the blue cards that gave the lunch choices to next week’s menu. She straightened
desks. In this small private Christian school she served as janitor for her own classroom.She
started updating the schedule on the sideboard that would run the class Tuesday. She assigned
Lynn as the teacher’s assistant so they would have a few minutes to talk.Kevin slid out of his
chair and brought her his paper. “I’m done.”She took it and scanned the repeated sentence: I’m a
better man than I acted today. “Your penmanship is improving.”Kevin shrugged. “I need a new
pen.”“I can probably handle that for you. Do you have a ride, or can I give you a lift home?”“I’m
okay; football practice is this afternoon. Can I go now?”“I want a story from you. Ten pages, as
extra credit to make up for the science project you had problems with.”He shifted on his feet. She
knew his daddy would be on him about the science project and Kevin did too. Saving face still
mattered. “Five pages,” Kevin countered.“Seven.”“Any story?”“As long as it’s written for me as the
audience and involves some science fact you had to look up.”He nodded and turned to get his
backpack. “I’ll bring it next week, Miss Carol.”She smiled as he disappeared through the
doorway, his backpack rubbing the floor. He liked creative writing, even if he was reluctant to
admit it.She looked around the empty desks, names and faces coming easily to mind, reviewing
how the day had gone for each one of them. Her students were doing fine, even those like Kevin
who forgot to pay attention when he should. They’ve worked hard this week, Lord. Bring them
safely back to school on Tuesday ready to learn.She shut off the lights and locked her
classroom, as relieved as her kids to be out at two for the Labor Day break. Driving into Atlanta
to see the Braves’ game Saturday had blossomed into a full weekend schedule. Caroline joined
the flow of parents heading to the parking lot to meet the arriving bus.She set her briefcase on
the bench and leaned against the light pole taped with flyers for the upcoming school band



concert. Benjamin finally appeared at the top of the bus steps. He flew off the bus and ran
toward her, his school uniform of black jeans and blue shirt looking broken in with dirt and sweat,
his feet still in the black gym shoes he loved and had conveniently “forgotten” to change this
morning. A frayed backpack strap fluttered behind him, the heavy canvas blue backpack already
showing some wear.Caroline straightened and he collided with her in one of his super hugs—his
hands on her shoulders and his shoes stepping up on hers as she balanced for them both. They
had been full hugs when he was younger; now the super hugs were more a teasing greeting so
he wouldn’t be embarrassed when his friends saw, but she loved them just the same.“We’re
going?” Benjamin asked, catching the loop of his backpack to lug it in one hand.“I’ll drop you off
at the clinic so you can ride home with your mom and help her finish packing; then you’ll be on
your way to Atlanta.” She smiled at his whoop of joy. “Your daddy will drive in when he finishes a
house inspection. I’m going in early so I can get my schoolwork done before the fun starts. I told
your mom we should find a movie for tonight.”Benjamin walked backward on the sidewalk.
“Animated?”“Sure.”••••••Caroline parked beside her sister’s car at the medical clinic and
followed Benjamin inside. Sharon’s office at the back of the clinic was a comfortable place to
come and talk; the conversations here were as helpful to Sharon’s patients as what went on in
the exam rooms.Caroline paused at the side table dominated by a huge bouquet of roses and
carefully tipped one of the perfect blooms to smell the rich fragrance. Three dozen bright red
roses among a bed of greenery—Mark was spoiling her sister.The newspaper on the coffee
table was folded back to the movies showing this weekend. Caroline picked it up and scanned
their options, glancing up to smile as Sharon came through the door slipping a prescription pad
into the pocket of her white lab coat. “Busy day?”“Never-ending.”Caroline set down the
newspaper and nodded to the receptionist area. “Ben spotted the new video game in the waiting
room. The receptionist promised to keep an eye on him.”“I’m running a few minutes late, so that’s
perfect. Thanks for bringing him over. You have keys to the condo?”“Mark gave me a set.”
Caroline opened her purse to double-check.Sharon leaned against her desk. “I talked to Luke
last night. He said he was joining us this weekend.”Caroline’s hand slowed as she searched for
her keys. She glanced up. “He’s going to try. Just don’t push, Sharon.” Luke had been distant the
last evening they had shared together, not wanting to talk about the work that occupied his
thoughts, and she’d learned she didn’t handle being shut out well. They needed time to
reconnect, not dodge leading questions from family. “I’ll start dinner when I get to town,
something that will stay hot so we can eat when everyone arrives.”“I promise not to meddle, at
least not too much. Drive careful.”“I will.” Sharon’s phone rang. Caroline waved good-bye and
walked through the clinic, relieved to be away, pausing briefly in the waiting room to say farewell
to Benjamin. She walked out to her car.What was she going to say when she saw Luke? I miss
you. The honest words would only hurt him, so something a little less direct. I’m glad you were
able to get free. No, it would sound like she was nagging about the hours he worked. It wasn’t
like they were engaged; she had no claims on him and his time. Caroline adjusted the rearview
mirror. She wanted him to be different than he was, and that wasn’t fair to ask of anyone.Caroline



followed signs to the highway and headed to Atlanta, relieved she had the drive to think about
what to say to Luke. This weekend was becoming a turning point in her mind—either she figured
out how to get things on track with him, or she accepted reality and gracefully let the relationship
go. There was nothing wrong with being just friends. It would be a disappointing outcome, but
she’d survived disappointing outcomes before.If only you were focused on me, Luke. She
glanced toward the sky and the storm forming on the horizon.Lord, it would help if Luke made a
decision on where he wanted this relationship to go. One way or another, just get us to a
decision point.••••••Frank Hardin studied his injured hand as the blood washed away. He had
scraped the back of his right knuckles on the framing in the hidden room, and the soap stung as
he washed his hands at the kitchen sink. It would pass for the aftereffects of a bare knuckles
fight. He nudged the water off with his elbow and picked up a towel.The automatic garage door
opened. Frank glanced through the dining room windows to see a white van pull into the
driveway. It disappeared into the spacious garage.“I told you he would be back right on time.”
Ronald rose from the table at the bay window.“Billy’s a liability. He talks too much.”“He’s young,
eager.”Frank glared at his friend. “He’ll have to be dealt with.” He wasn’t going back to jail
because some guy hired to drive liked to talk too much.Ronald hesitated, but reluctantly
nodded.Frank tapped out his cigarette. He scanned the list on the counter. Months of planning
had come down to today. Someone else might be paying his fee, but this job was personal. He
wanted more than just to hurt Luke Falcon; he wanted the man afraid.If he couldn’t shake the
man hunting him, he could make Falcon permanently regret it. “Let’s get this under way.”Ronald
picked up the box with a roll of duct tape and three ski masks. Frank followed him to the
garage.3Sharon had married into money. Caroline knew it but rarely experienced it to the degree
she was today. She slipped a grilled cheese sandwich onto her plate and shut off the burner.
Cooking in this kitchen with its black marble countertops and shining appliances made her
nervous.Mark Falcon’s condominium in Atlanta, which took the entire eighth floor of a
brownstone building, was much like an upscale hotel. Carpets were plush, furniture new, and the
kitchen well stocked. He had lived here before marrying Sharon and still had a housekeeper
come in three times a week to keep it ready on a moment’s notice for guests. Caroline wished
there was something out of place so her arrival would feel less disruptive.The phone rang and
Caroline turned in a full circle to isolate the sound. She found the cordless phone in the side
cabinet beside the refrigerator. “Falcon residence.”“Good, you’re there. Did you by any chance
see my baseball glove at your place?” Benjamin sounded a little panicked.Caroline poured her
soda over ice. “Remember the church baseball game Sunday afternoon? You put your glove in
the trunk of your mom’s car beside your shoe box of spare baseball cards.”“Oh, that’s right.
Thanks.”“Where are you, Benjamin?”“We’re finally leaving the clinic. Mom says we have to stop
by the house to—” A clatter cut off his sentence.“Benjamin?”Caroline heard a jumble of sounds
and static before it finally cleared. “Sorry. Some van cut Mom off. I dropped the phone.”“You’re
okay?”“She owes the glass jar two quarters for swearing.”Benjamin sounded impressed.
Caroline smiled. “Tell your mom to drive safe.”“Mom, she says to drive more carefully.”Caroline



took her plate into the dining room where the table was set for six. She moved aside good china
to set her plate down.“We’re going to stop by the house so Mom can finish packing; then we’ll be
on the way. An hour and a half and we’ll be there.”“More like two hours,” Caroline replied, thinking
about the traffic already building, “but soon. I’ll start dinner and have it waiting for you.”“What are
you going to fix?”“Your favorite, Italian beef.”“Awesome! I’m already starved. See you soon.”“Love
ya, Benjamin.”Caroline glanced at the time as she set down the cordless phone. 3:50. Sharon
and Benjamin should easily be here before six. Mark was out at a construction site for a new
home he had designed and promised to be here by seven.Caroline bowed her head before
beginning her meal. Jesus, You understand what I’m feeling in this place, not quite belonging,
just a little out of my element. Thank You for sending Sharon a wonderful husband and Benjamin
a great father. Please handle the details of this weekend so I can look back on this time and be
glad I came. She lifted her head.Caroline picked up her sandwich. She’d enjoy the weekend for
all the uncertainty. She would smile at Luke and wait for him to start the conversation. It worked
every time.After eating, Caroline settled in the living room and turned her attention to her
schoolwork. Teaching at a Christian school allowed her to have a Bible class, and it was one of
her favorite subjects.She started the school year by giving her students a week to answer an
essay question, one that tried to make the Bible personal to each student. Last year the essay
question had been God loves you unconditionally. How does that impact your life?Caroline drew
circles on the page as she thought about this year’s essay question:Jesus taught that a firm
foundation based on living what He taught would allow a person to survive great trouble in life.
What did you learn from the Sermon on the Mount that will change how you live?Before the
weekend was over, she would take up pen and paper and write her own answer to the essay
question, for tradition dictated she share her own perspective with the class.She picked up her
Bible from the floor, the cover worn and the pages stuffed with notes she used in her class. She
found the summary passage for the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 7:24–29 and read it
again.Every one then who hears these words of mine and does them will be like a wise man who
built his house upon the rock; and the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and
beat upon that house, but it did not fall, because it had been founded on the rock. And every one
who hears these words of mine and does not do them will be like a foolish man who built his
house upon the sand; and the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat
against that house, and it fell; and great was the fall of it.She had chosen the essay question
partly because of the events she had lived through last fall—the phone calls, notes, and flowers
from an unknown sender. They had arrived as a sudden storm of trouble and had rocked her life
hard. She’d come through the experience with a damaged sense of her own security. God was
still her rock; unfortunately she’d just made the mistake of putting some of her trust in things that
had shown themselves to be sand. Hopefully she’d learned that lesson.The timer in the kitchen
sounded, interrupting her work. Caroline set aside her notebook and headed to the kitchen,
pausing only long enough to turn on the TV and increase the volume so she could catch the
start of the local evening news.As she stirred the Italian beef, the news headlined a murder



investigation. That poor lady. The motel and interchange mentioned—she’d passed it on her
drive into town. She leaned around to see the TV. She studied the photo of the murder
suspect.She added more water to the Crock-Pot and, since dinner was close to done, turned the
temperature to low. She looked at the clock: 6:05. Getting packed and on the road must have
presented a few unexpected challenges for Sharon.The salad was ready. The buns were set out
to steam. Caroline looked through options for dessert and got out the tapioca. Mark loved it more
than a homemade pie. It was a small thing, but it would be appreciated, and she wanted to say
thanks for his invitation to join them.Praise for Dee Henderson“The name Dee Henderson is
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one then who hears these words of mine and does them will be like a wise man who built his
house upon the rock; and the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat upon
that house, but it did not fall, because it had been founded on the rock.”MATTHEW 7:24–
25“Every one then who hears these words of mine and does them will be like a wise man who
built his house upon the rock; and the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and
beat upon that house, but it did not fall, because it had been founded on the rock.”MATTHEW
7:24–25PrologueWedding guests crowded the reception hall, and the accumulated noise made
it hard to carry on a conversation. Caroline shielded her sister’s wedding dress sleeve from a
guest turning abruptly with a piece of chocolate cake. She wished she could convince Sharon to
find a place to sit for a minute instead of circling the room greeting every guest again. Caroline
leaned in toward Sharon. “Who’s the man talking with Mark?”Her sister looked around people to
see who her new husband was speaking with. “The good-looking guy in the tux and black tie?
Mark’s cousin, Luke Falcon.”Caroline’s interest was piqued. Luke stood taller than most around
him, watching the gathering, even as he held a glass and gestured occasionally as he spoke.
Twice in the last ten minutes he had made a point of turning to keep track of where she and
Sharon were in the crowd. He was probably keeping track of Sharon rather than herself, but it
was still disconcerting.Even from across the room she was aware the scrutiny came with neither
a smile nor a frown; he just studied. It reminded her of the first days of a school term as wary
students scoped out their new teacher.“The cousin who’s an FBI agent?” Caroline asked. If Luke
had gray eyes to go with that thick black hair, curling just a bit around his temples, and a
pleasant voice to listen to, she knew what she would decide about him. She already liked what
she knew about him by reputation.“Yes. Luke arrived about twenty minutes before the ceremony;
I heard his flight got delayed by bad weather.” Sharon picked up a piece of wedding cake from
the refreshment table. Caroline gratefully accepted an offered cup of punch, her throat dry from
the nonstop exchange of greetings.“The photographer wants a few more wedding pictures in the
chapel before we move over to the restaurant for the evening,” Sharon said. “Could you find
Benjamin for me?”“I can try.” Her nephew was incredibly proud of the fact he’d been allowed to
stand up with Sharon and Mark and hold the rings for them. He wasn’t so thrilled at the



realization that he had to wear the suit and tie even after the ceremony. Caroline wouldn’t be
surprised to find Benjamin had made an escape to less confining surroundings once his duties
were done.She left Sharon at the refreshment table with the minister’s wife and started the
search. Small boys were not easy to locate in a sea of adults. Benjamin had slipped behind
some chairs to join Mark and Luke, his tie still on but tugged loose, and what looked like a stack
of baseball cards in his hand.Relieved to spot him, Caroline headed across the room. Mark saw
her coming and leaned down to say something to Benjamin. Moments later her nephew came to
meet her, parting the adults in his way like a general going into battle. “I’m to rescue you.”“Good, I
need rescuing.” She let him catch her hand and tug her toward the guys.“Mr. Luke, this is my
aunt Carol.”She wasn’t ready for the instant introduction, but she smiled and offered her hand.
“Caroline Lane.”“Hello, Caroline. Luke Falcon,” he replied, shifting his glass to free his
hand.Baritone—a really nice baritone that had a mellow smoothness and matched his nice
smile. She liked it instantly. She held his gaze as he took her hand and she liked what she saw:
realistic, grounded. He must have seen too much in his job to have the eyes of a dreamer. Luke
was taller than she had realized and not quite as handsome as she first thought. Too much living
showed on his face.When he released her hand, she wrapped both of hers around her glass of
punch and realized it was time to take a breath. He looked good in the tux, relaxed. No one
should be that comfortable in a tux. He was studying her again, but in a casual way, having
apparently made up his mind about her.She glanced at Mark, quickly smiled, and looked down
at her nephew, much more at ease with someone a third of Luke’s age.Benjamin slid a badge
bigger than his hand into his suit pocket so it rested shield out. “Aunt Carol, I’m going to be a
lawman too.”“It looks great.” And it looked real. She silently gave Luke credit for being
comfortable around kids. Adults who didn’t spend much time with them either treated her eight-
year-old nephew as if he were half that age or expected him to behave with the maturity of a
young adult.“You would make a great lawman one day,” she concurred, brushing Benjamin’s
honey brown hair back from his forehead with a quick swipe and dislodging the confetti. “I’m
afraid your mom needs us for a few more pictures in the chapel.”“More? They already took a
hundred.”“Just a few more. Then she said you could lose the coat and tie.”“About time.”Mark
laughed and held out his hand. “Come on, buddy. We’ll go help your mom look
beautiful.”Caroline risked meeting Luke’s gaze. The man was still watching, a slight smile playing
around his mouth. “You’re welcome to join us. We’ll be moving over to the restaurant after the
pictures are complete, and I think—”His pager went off, interrupting her. “My apologies.” He
glanced at the number but didn’t make a move to return the call. “You were saying?”“Just that it
will be a bit less chaotic.” She nodded to the pager. “Trouble?”He looked to make sure Benjamin
had moved out of earshot. “I’m working a murder case. Life is a bit hectic today.”“I’ll be glad to
save you a place if you need to go make some calls.”“They can wait.” Luke looked tired. It wasn’t
in his posture or expression but in his eyes.She found her own nervousness disappearing and in
its place a comfortable concern starting to bloom. They would see each other for decades to
come at family gatherings; he was safe to treat as family. “Then you must come over to the



restaurant. It will be quieter, and you can have something more substantial to eat for dinner than
cake.”“I’ll do that. It was a beautiful wedding, Caroline. You did a nice job.”She felt a blush start
and hated the fast warmth. “Thanks, I enjoyed helping Sharon put it together.”He just smiled at
her demur. Someone had been telling him details she thought were private. Sharon had needed
to work more hours on call at the hospital in order to get time off for the honeymoon, and
Caroline had been able to stagger her summer job hours so she could help with wedding
preparations. Making it a perfect day had been her gift to her sister. She hadn’t realized others
would hear about her efforts though.“Mark’s happy. It’s nice to see,” Luke said.“So is
Sharon.”“Benjamin mentioned he gets to spend the next week with you?”Caroline nodded.
“We’re going on day trips to a nearby ranch to ride horses.”“An ideal vacation for a young man.”
Luke set down his glass and tugged a pen from his pocket. He wrote a number on his napkin
and offered it to her. “If you need anything in the next week, call me. I’ll be back at my Sandy Hill
home for the foreseeable future. Just in case Benjamin tumbles off one of those mighty steeds
as he does battle with imaginary dragons. Mark and Sharon will be more than a few hours
away.”“I appreciate it.” She memorized the number as she folded the napkin in her hand.
“Benjamin is serious about the badge and the idea of being a lawman. I’m sure he’ll be asking
you some questions over dinner.”“He already asked if I would teach him to shoot.”“And what did
you say?”He smiled. “Ask Sharon.”Caroline ran her tongue around her teeth. “Smart man. I need
to go get my picture taken.”“Hmm. I’d like one.”“A wedding picture?”“That too. If you keep
blushing like that, the photographer will get a wonderful photo.”“You’re not supposed to
notice.”“That would be a shame.”She smiled back at him, unable to resist his subtle flirting. “You
can comment then.”He offered his arm. “Let me see you safely to the chapel.”She rested her
hand on his jacket sleeve. Her long dress made walking with a natural stride impossible, but he
adjusted to the constraint from the first step. The crowd parted for them. At the door to the
chapel, Luke’s pager went off again. Caroline slid her hand from his arm. “They’ll just keep trying
to get your attention. You might as well make your calls. I’ll make sure we wait for you.”He looked
at the number on the pager. “Unfortunately true. Go finish your work of the day while I finish
mine, and then come keep me company tonight so we can talk without distractions.”She wasn’t
used to someone so swiftly claiming her time, but she laughed, appreciating it and him. “I’ll do
that.” She smiled as she walked into the chapel, wondering just how much of her own life was
about to change as a result of this wedding day. She wasn’t one for taking great adventures, but
occasionally—a little diving into the deep end of life might get interesting, and she was in a
mood tonight to find out.••••••“Would you like to walk awhile?” Luke leaned down to be heard as
he paused behind her chair at the restaurant table.The bride and groom were away, and the
guests were dispersing. Caroline nodded. She needed to stretch her legs and get some fresh air
before she called it an evening. It was either accept the invitation or admit to herself she was too
flustered by his attention to do so.He held her chair for her, caught up his jacket from the back of
his chair, and said good night for them both. The hotel where she was staying adjoined the
restaurant, and Luke escorted her through the restaurant to the garden path connecting the two



buildings.He’d waited for her in the hotel lobby earlier while she went up and changed from her
wedding finery to something more comfortable for the evening meal. He had left his tie in the car
and turned up the sleeves of his white shirt to his elbows and relaxed, while she had just lost her
bravery.“I learned a lot about Sharon and Benjamin at dinner. Now tell me about Caroline
Lane.”Caroline wasn’t sure how to answer. “There’s not much to tell. I grew up in Benton, went
away to college to get my teaching degree, and returned to Benton when I graduated. I’ve been
teaching fifth grade at a private Christian school ever since.”She caught his smile at how she
summarized her life. “You love to teach.”She glanced away to inspect the flowers along the
garden path. “Yes. I grew up thinking of myself as a teacher, the same way my sister wanted to
be a doctor.” He didn’t ask another question, and she tried again to get him to talk about himself.
So far this evening he’d smoothly turned aside questions by other guests at dinner. “Did you
always want to be in law enforcement?”“I like making the world a safer place.” His smile
reminded her of Mark’s—self-knowing, touched with humor. “That makes being an FBI agent
sound grander than it is, but the job suits me. There aren’t a lot of gray areas to crime.” He
gestured to the bench up ahead, and she moved that direction, taking a seat.She noted that
while he said the job suited him, he hadn’t added that he enjoyed it. She knew it couldn’t be that
pleasant, the way his days unfolded. He’d come to the wedding with a murder investigation
under way, and even through dinner he’d received two more pages. It was obvious that when he
was quiet, his thoughts hadn’t been on the conversations around him but rather on the details of
a case that left him looking grim. “It’s nice to have this day over; it’s been long.”“Very. Do you think
Sharon and Mark getting married was a good idea?”She turned startled eyes toward him. “Don’t
you?”“It’s just a question, Caroline.” He stretched out his legs and folded his hands across his
chest, relaxing as he had earlier when talking with Benjamin, like a load was shifting off his
shoulders.“It took Sharon a long time to get over the death of her first husband, and as time
passed, I wondered if she’d ever want to move on. Mark—he made her laugh again like I hadn’t
heard in a long time. Sharon enjoys being married, being a wife. So yes, I think it will be a good
marriage. They love each other a lot.”“My cousin has been career focused since college. He
waited so long to marry, I admit I was surprised when I got his call. I understood once I met
Sharon. Mark already loves Benjamin like his own.”Maybe it was the day and the direction of her
thoughts today, but Luke sounded wistful. Caroline hesitated but asked the burning question
anyway. “Have you ever been married?”She knew so little about Luke Falcon. While Mark had
mentioned him often and spoke highly of the man, his remarks hadn’t included many hard
facts.“No. I came close back in college, but the timing never seemed to work out. Jenny and I
dated through high school and college, but I ended up going to one coast and she to another for
graduate work.” His expression cleared. “I’m glad now in a way; it would have been hard on her.
Some people have a life that can be shared more easily than others. My partner is married.
Jackie’s got two boys and a husband who adore her. I watch them and often wonder how they’ve
made it work.”“You’ve got a job that’s hard to leave behind at the end of the day.”Luke nodded.
“The day they invented the pager and mobile phone was the day police work fundamentally



changed for the worse. The job’s changed me,” he admitted. “Didn’t someone once say
something about the sadness of innocence lost? A few years at this job took away a lot of good
assumptions I had about people.”He shook his head. “How did we get on such a morbid topic as
work? Are you and Sharon big into holiday traditions?”“The important things about blending
families.” She nudged off one shoe and drew her leg up under her, smiling as she considered his
question. The traditional days to celebrate mattered a lot to her, if only because they provided
excuses to stop and reconnect with friends and family. If she had her wish, every one of them
would be a big deal.“The very important things,” he agreed. “What should I know first?”“We’re a
close family.” Because she thought he was alone too much in his life, she searched her memory
for all the events that would clue him in on how that was about to change. She smiled. “Next time
he sees you, you’re sure to get a Benjamin welcoming hug. He’s into establishing his circle of
important people right now, and getting a dad and an ‘uncle’ in a matter of a day is a big deal for
him. This wedding anniversary will be more than just a day for Mark and Sharon to
remember.”She pushed her hair behind her ear. “I like Christmas best. Snow, the smell of fresh-
cut pine, and hot cider. I start piling gifts away in October, and around the second week of
December the tree goes up. Benjamin likes to try to guess the gifts.”“Would it be a bit scrooge of
me to mention I often choose to work the Christmas Day shift? By the end of December I’ve had
about as much Christmas as I want for the year.”“It does get a bit overwhelming when Christmas
music starts in November. We’re more traditional about birthdays—there’s always a favorite meal
and a cake, and depending on what seems most important, either a trip somewhere or one
significant gift. It’s always been kind of like a wish-come-true day for us.”“I like that idea.”“You do
celebrate birthdays, don’t you?” Caroline teased.“I take the day off if possible—leave the pager
at work—and find somewhere off the beaten path to explore.”“Time being the most precious gift
of all, given the demands in your year?” Caroline asked.“Yes.”“Where have you
explored?”“Caves, forests, underwater reefs, shipwrecks. I went skydiving one year and about
ended up with permanent vertigo.”“Do you have plans for this year?”“I’m getting old. I’m leaning
toward horseback riding for the day followed by a steak grilled over the fire. No more
walking.”She laughed, suspecting he could probably do a ten-mile hike on a bad day without
breaking a sweat. “That sounds like a nice day to look forward to.”“Have you settled on plans for
your New Year’s Eve yet?”“No.”“Spend it with me. Those two days I will have off, and I’d enjoy
sharing the celebration with you.”“Thank you, Luke, but you don’t need to save me from being
sad. I won’t have Sharon and Benjamin with me for the holidays this year, but it won’t be so
bad.”“I’m asking purely for selfish reasons.”“It’s over two months away. You might change your
mind.”“I won’t.”“I admit, you’re puzzling me. It seems like an odd request, asked so far in
advance.”“Not from where I sit.”She didn’t quite know what to say. She slowly nodded. “Okay. I’ll
block off New Year’s Eve and Day as taken.”“Thank you.” He leaned back to study the hotel.
“What time did Karla say she was bringing Benjamin back to the room?”She glanced at her
watch. “I’ve got another twenty minutes before the pool closes. Benjamin will stay in the water
until the last minute and ask to swim again first thing in the morning.”“Then there’s time for



coffee.” Luke rose and offered her his hand. “You prefer the flavored kind I noticed.”She let him
pull her to her feet and balanced against him while she slipped back on her shoes. “A touch of
French vanilla makes coffee so much more memorable.” Like this evening had turned out to be
memorable. She was glad she had joined him.PrologueWedding guests crowded the reception
hall, and the accumulated noise made it hard to carry on a conversation. Caroline shielded her
sister’s wedding dress sleeve from a guest turning abruptly with a piece of chocolate cake. She
wished she could convince Sharon to find a place to sit for a minute instead of circling the room
greeting every guest again. Caroline leaned in toward Sharon. “Who’s the man talking with
Mark?”Her sister looked around people to see who her new husband was speaking with. “The
good-looking guy in the tux and black tie? Mark’s cousin, Luke Falcon.”Caroline’s interest was
piqued. Luke stood taller than most around him, watching the gathering, even as he held a glass
and gestured occasionally as he spoke. Twice in the last ten minutes he had made a point of
turning to keep track of where she and Sharon were in the crowd. He was probably keeping track
of Sharon rather than herself, but it was still disconcerting.Even from across the room she was
aware the scrutiny came with neither a smile nor a frown; he just studied. It reminded her of the
first days of a school term as wary students scoped out their new teacher.“The cousin who’s an
FBI agent?” Caroline asked. If Luke had gray eyes to go with that thick black hair, curling just a
bit around his temples, and a pleasant voice to listen to, she knew what she would decide about
him. She already liked what she knew about him by reputation.“Yes. Luke arrived about twenty
minutes before the ceremony; I heard his flight got delayed by bad weather.” Sharon picked up a
piece of wedding cake from the refreshment table. Caroline gratefully accepted an offered cup of
punch, her throat dry from the nonstop exchange of greetings.“The photographer wants a few
more wedding pictures in the chapel before we move over to the restaurant for the evening,”
Sharon said. “Could you find Benjamin for me?”“I can try.” Her nephew was incredibly proud of
the fact he’d been allowed to stand up with Sharon and Mark and hold the rings for them. He
wasn’t so thrilled at the realization that he had to wear the suit and tie even after the ceremony.
Caroline wouldn’t be surprised to find Benjamin had made an escape to less confining
surroundings once his duties were done.She left Sharon at the refreshment table with the
minister’s wife and started the search. Small boys were not easy to locate in a sea of adults.
Benjamin had slipped behind some chairs to join Mark and Luke, his tie still on but tugged loose,
and what looked like a stack of baseball cards in his hand.Relieved to spot him, Caroline headed
across the room. Mark saw her coming and leaned down to say something to Benjamin.
Moments later her nephew came to meet her, parting the adults in his way like a general going
into battle. “I’m to rescue you.”“Good, I need rescuing.” She let him catch her hand and tug her
toward the guys.“Mr. Luke, this is my aunt Carol.”She wasn’t ready for the instant introduction,
but she smiled and offered her hand. “Caroline Lane.”“Hello, Caroline. Luke Falcon,” he replied,
shifting his glass to free his hand.Baritone—a really nice baritone that had a mellow smoothness
and matched his nice smile. She liked it instantly. She held his gaze as he took her hand and she
liked what she saw: realistic, grounded. He must have seen too much in his job to have the eyes



of a dreamer. Luke was taller than she had realized and not quite as handsome as she first
thought. Too much living showed on his face.When he released her hand, she wrapped both of
hers around her glass of punch and realized it was time to take a breath. He looked good in the
tux, relaxed. No one should be that comfortable in a tux. He was studying her again, but in a
casual way, having apparently made up his mind about her.She glanced at Mark, quickly smiled,
and looked down at her nephew, much more at ease with someone a third of Luke’s
age.Benjamin slid a badge bigger than his hand into his suit pocket so it rested shield out. “Aunt
Carol, I’m going to be a lawman too.”“It looks great.” And it looked real. She silently gave Luke
credit for being comfortable around kids. Adults who didn’t spend much time with them either
treated her eight-year-old nephew as if he were half that age or expected him to behave with the
maturity of a young adult.“You would make a great lawman one day,” she concurred, brushing
Benjamin’s honey brown hair back from his forehead with a quick swipe and dislodging the
confetti. “I’m afraid your mom needs us for a few more pictures in the chapel.”“More? They
already took a hundred.”“Just a few more. Then she said you could lose the coat and tie.”“About
time.”Mark laughed and held out his hand. “Come on, buddy. We’ll go help your mom look
beautiful.”Caroline risked meeting Luke’s gaze. The man was still watching, a slight smile playing
around his mouth. “You’re welcome to join us. We’ll be moving over to the restaurant after the
pictures are complete, and I think—”His pager went off, interrupting her. “My apologies.” He
glanced at the number but didn’t make a move to return the call. “You were saying?”“Just that it
will be a bit less chaotic.” She nodded to the pager. “Trouble?”He looked to make sure Benjamin
had moved out of earshot. “I’m working a murder case. Life is a bit hectic today.”“I’ll be glad to
save you a place if you need to go make some calls.”“They can wait.” Luke looked tired. It wasn’t
in his posture or expression but in his eyes.She found her own nervousness disappearing and in
its place a comfortable concern starting to bloom. They would see each other for decades to
come at family gatherings; he was safe to treat as family. “Then you must come over to the
restaurant. It will be quieter, and you can have something more substantial to eat for dinner than
cake.”“I’ll do that. It was a beautiful wedding, Caroline. You did a nice job.”She felt a blush start
and hated the fast warmth. “Thanks, I enjoyed helping Sharon put it together.”He just smiled at
her demur. Someone had been telling him details she thought were private. Sharon had needed
to work more hours on call at the hospital in order to get time off for the honeymoon, and
Caroline had been able to stagger her summer job hours so she could help with wedding
preparations. Making it a perfect day had been her gift to her sister. She hadn’t realized others
would hear about her efforts though.“Mark’s happy. It’s nice to see,” Luke said.“So is
Sharon.”“Benjamin mentioned he gets to spend the next week with you?”Caroline nodded.
“We’re going on day trips to a nearby ranch to ride horses.”“An ideal vacation for a young man.”
Luke set down his glass and tugged a pen from his pocket. He wrote a number on his napkin
and offered it to her. “If you need anything in the next week, call me. I’ll be back at my Sandy Hill
home for the foreseeable future. Just in case Benjamin tumbles off one of those mighty steeds
as he does battle with imaginary dragons. Mark and Sharon will be more than a few hours



away.”“I appreciate it.” She memorized the number as she folded the napkin in her hand.
“Benjamin is serious about the badge and the idea of being a lawman. I’m sure he’ll be asking
you some questions over dinner.”“He already asked if I would teach him to shoot.”“And what did
you say?”He smiled. “Ask Sharon.”Caroline ran her tongue around her teeth. “Smart man. I need
to go get my picture taken.”“Hmm. I’d like one.”“A wedding picture?”“That too. If you keep
blushing like that, the photographer will get a wonderful photo.”“You’re not supposed to
notice.”“That would be a shame.”She smiled back at him, unable to resist his subtle flirting. “You
can comment then.”He offered his arm. “Let me see you safely to the chapel.”She rested her
hand on his jacket sleeve. Her long dress made walking with a natural stride impossible, but he
adjusted to the constraint from the first step. The crowd parted for them. At the door to the
chapel, Luke’s pager went off again. Caroline slid her hand from his arm. “They’ll just keep trying
to get your attention. You might as well make your calls. I’ll make sure we wait for you.”He looked
at the number on the pager. “Unfortunately true. Go finish your work of the day while I finish
mine, and then come keep me company tonight so we can talk without distractions.”She wasn’t
used to someone so swiftly claiming her time, but she laughed, appreciating it and him. “I’ll do
that.” She smiled as she walked into the chapel, wondering just how much of her own life was
about to change as a result of this wedding day. She wasn’t one for taking great adventures, but
occasionally—a little diving into the deep end of life might get interesting, and she was in a
mood tonight to find out.••••••“Would you like to walk awhile?” Luke leaned down to be heard as
he paused behind her chair at the restaurant table.The bride and groom were away, and the
guests were dispersing. Caroline nodded. She needed to stretch her legs and get some fresh air
before she called it an evening. It was either accept the invitation or admit to herself she was too
flustered by his attention to do so.He held her chair for her, caught up his jacket from the back of
his chair, and said good night for them both. The hotel where she was staying adjoined the
restaurant, and Luke escorted her through the restaurant to the garden path connecting the two
buildings.He’d waited for her in the hotel lobby earlier while she went up and changed from her
wedding finery to something more comfortable for the evening meal. He had left his tie in the car
and turned up the sleeves of his white shirt to his elbows and relaxed, while she had just lost her
bravery.“I learned a lot about Sharon and Benjamin at dinner. Now tell me about Caroline
Lane.”Caroline wasn’t sure how to answer. “There’s not much to tell. I grew up in Benton, went
away to college to get my teaching degree, and returned to Benton when I graduated. I’ve been
teaching fifth grade at a private Christian school ever since.”She caught his smile at how she
summarized her life. “You love to teach.”She glanced away to inspect the flowers along the
garden path. “Yes. I grew up thinking of myself as a teacher, the same way my sister wanted to
be a doctor.” He didn’t ask another question, and she tried again to get him to talk about himself.
So far this evening he’d smoothly turned aside questions by other guests at dinner. “Did you
always want to be in law enforcement?”“I like making the world a safer place.” His smile
reminded her of Mark’s—self-knowing, touched with humor. “That makes being an FBI agent
sound grander than it is, but the job suits me. There aren’t a lot of gray areas to crime.” He



gestured to the bench up ahead, and she moved that direction, taking a seat.She noted that
while he said the job suited him, he hadn’t added that he enjoyed it. She knew it couldn’t be that
pleasant, the way his days unfolded. He’d come to the wedding with a murder investigation
under way, and even through dinner he’d received two more pages. It was obvious that when he
was quiet, his thoughts hadn’t been on the conversations around him but rather on the details of
a case that left him looking grim. “It’s nice to have this day over; it’s been long.”“Very. Do you think
Sharon and Mark getting married was a good idea?”She turned startled eyes toward him. “Don’t
you?”“It’s just a question, Caroline.” He stretched out his legs and folded his hands across his
chest, relaxing as he had earlier when talking with Benjamin, like a load was shifting off his
shoulders.“It took Sharon a long time to get over the death of her first husband, and as time
passed, I wondered if she’d ever want to move on. Mark—he made her laugh again like I hadn’t
heard in a long time. Sharon enjoys being married, being a wife. So yes, I think it will be a good
marriage. They love each other a lot.”“My cousin has been career focused since college. He
waited so long to marry, I admit I was surprised when I got his call. I understood once I met
Sharon. Mark already loves Benjamin like his own.”Maybe it was the day and the direction of her
thoughts today, but Luke sounded wistful. Caroline hesitated but asked the burning question
anyway. “Have you ever been married?”She knew so little about Luke Falcon. While Mark had
mentioned him often and spoke highly of the man, his remarks hadn’t included many hard
facts.“No. I came close back in college, but the timing never seemed to work out. Jenny and I
dated through high school and college, but I ended up going to one coast and she to another for
graduate work.” His expression cleared. “I’m glad now in a way; it would have been hard on her.
Some people have a life that can be shared more easily than others. My partner is married.
Jackie’s got two boys and a husband who adore her. I watch them and often wonder how they’ve
made it work.”“You’ve got a job that’s hard to leave behind at the end of the day.”Luke nodded.
“The day they invented the pager and mobile phone was the day police work fundamentally
changed for the worse. The job’s changed me,” he admitted. “Didn’t someone once say
something about the sadness of innocence lost? A few years at this job took away a lot of good
assumptions I had about people.”He shook his head. “How did we get on such a morbid topic as
work? Are you and Sharon big into holiday traditions?”“The important things about blending
families.” She nudged off one shoe and drew her leg up under her, smiling as she considered his
question. The traditional days to celebrate mattered a lot to her, if only because they provided
excuses to stop and reconnect with friends and family. If she had her wish, every one of them
would be a big deal.“The very important things,” he agreed. “What should I know first?”“We’re a
close family.” Because she thought he was alone too much in his life, she searched her memory
for all the events that would clue him in on how that was about to change. She smiled. “Next time
he sees you, you’re sure to get a Benjamin welcoming hug. He’s into establishing his circle of
important people right now, and getting a dad and an ‘uncle’ in a matter of a day is a big deal for
him. This wedding anniversary will be more than just a day for Mark and Sharon to
remember.”She pushed her hair behind her ear. “I like Christmas best. Snow, the smell of fresh-



cut pine, and hot cider. I start piling gifts away in October, and around the second week of
December the tree goes up. Benjamin likes to try to guess the gifts.”“Would it be a bit scrooge of
me to mention I often choose to work the Christmas Day shift? By the end of December I’ve had
about as much Christmas as I want for the year.”“It does get a bit overwhelming when Christmas
music starts in November. We’re more traditional about birthdays—there’s always a favorite meal
and a cake, and depending on what seems most important, either a trip somewhere or one
significant gift. It’s always been kind of like a wish-come-true day for us.”“I like that idea.”“You do
celebrate birthdays, don’t you?” Caroline teased.“I take the day off if possible—leave the pager
at work—and find somewhere off the beaten path to explore.”“Time being the most precious gift
of all, given the demands in your year?” Caroline asked.“Yes.”“Where have you
explored?”“Caves, forests, underwater reefs, shipwrecks. I went skydiving one year and about
ended up with permanent vertigo.”“Do you have plans for this year?”“I’m getting old. I’m leaning
toward horseback riding for the day followed by a steak grilled over the fire. No more
walking.”She laughed, suspecting he could probably do a ten-mile hike on a bad day without
breaking a sweat. “That sounds like a nice day to look forward to.”“Have you settled on plans for
your New Year’s Eve yet?”“No.”“Spend it with me. Those two days I will have off, and I’d enjoy
sharing the celebration with you.”“Thank you, Luke, but you don’t need to save me from being
sad. I won’t have Sharon and Benjamin with me for the holidays this year, but it won’t be so
bad.”“I’m asking purely for selfish reasons.”“It’s over two months away. You might change your
mind.”“I won’t.”“I admit, you’re puzzling me. It seems like an odd request, asked so far in
advance.”“Not from where I sit.”She didn’t quite know what to say. She slowly nodded. “Okay. I’ll
block off New Year’s Eve and Day as taken.”“Thank you.” He leaned back to study the hotel.
“What time did Karla say she was bringing Benjamin back to the room?”She glanced at her
watch. “I’ve got another twenty minutes before the pool closes. Benjamin will stay in the water
until the last minute and ask to swim again first thing in the morning.”“Then there’s time for
coffee.” Luke rose and offered her his hand. “You prefer the flavored kind I noticed.”She let him
pull her to her feet and balanced against him while she slipped back on her shoes. “A touch of
French vanilla makes coffee so much more memorable.” Like this evening had turned out to be
memorable. She was glad she had joined him.1ONE YEAR LATERMark Falcon knew success
and enjoyed it. As the late-afternoon sun came in the floor-to-ceiling windows of his office, it
reflected off the architecture awards on the side table, a rainbow painting the wall. His son made
the shadow of a barking dog in the blue and purple bands. Mark judged the distance and made
a bear appear, which moved in to gobble up the dog.Benjamin laughed. “Your hands are huge,
Dad.”The boy’s wonder combined with the name Dad—he had done a few things very right in his
life, and marrying Sharon and adopting her son last year were near the top of the list. “Yours will
one day be as big.” He made the shadow of a tree house. “The tree house blueprints should be
done printing. Why don’t you go see?”Benjamin dashed from the office to the open drafting
room. Mark followed at a more relaxed pace. Nine now, with a touch of MacGyver in his
unquenchable curiosity, his son seemed to be thriving under his attention. Mark was trying to



rearrange his life to provide that time, but he had worried about the transition.He was confident
now that keeping the family in Benton, Georgia, an hour and twenty minutes outside Atlanta, had
been the right decision. The schools were good, the hospital and medical clinic where Sharon
continued to work top-notch, and the town still had open land and woods around it. Mark didn’t
mind the occasional commute to Atlanta when business required it; the pace in Benton better fit
what he wanted for his family.He watched his son carefully tear the blueprint from the wide
printer. “It’s perfect.”Mark picked up an empty carrying tube. “I’m glad you like it. We’d better stop
by the lumber mill this weekend to order our supplies. By the end of October you’ll be inviting
your friends over.”“You’ll teach me to use the saw?”“I will. You can even make the trim if you like;
we’ll finish this tree house right. A good architect always finishes the finer details.” He offered
Ben a pen and an official label for the blueprint tube. “What do you say we pick up your mom and
get dinner? I’m starved.”Sharon tried to keep her last patient appointment to no later than five on
Wednesday nights so they could have a family night. The last couple of weeks their dates had
been hot dogs from a street vendor and rented in-line skates at the park. For a practical doctor,
Sharon didn’t always act much older than her son.“Can we invite Aunt Carol?”“If she’s free.” Mark
had a soft spot in his heart with Caroline’s name on it. She had introduced him to Sharon. “Call
her and see.”••••••They ended up at the mall after eating at the pizza buffet. It was Benjamin’s
idea of the perfect evening and Mark would agree. He walked with his wife window-shopping
while Caroline and Benjamin invaded stores to compare toys and laugh at silly things like fish
wind chimes and talking doorbells.He paused with Sharon at the upper floor courtyard, waiting
for Benjamin and Caroline to catch up, and couldn’t resist leaning over to kiss his wife. A year
since their honeymoon and she could still make him forget his name.Mark reluctantly ended the
kiss. “Tell me you don’t have early rounds tomorrow.”She smiled slowly. “Nine o’clock.”Mark
rubbed his thumb on Sharon’s shoulder blade, appreciating the answer, and even more the
promise in her smile. A guy didn’t deserve to be this happy. He couldn’t resist reaching up to
touch her face and trace her smile and the perfect little dimple next to it. “I’ll take the morning off
and drive you in to work, then take Benjamin to school.” His words were simple enough, but the
huskiness in his voice conveyed a return promise for tonight. He hoped Benjamin would find a
book and volunteer to turn in early with his Snoopy desk light on. It was time to go home. Mark
slid his hand down to grasp Sharon’s, looked around, and didn’t see Benjamin.“He’s across the
way at the pet store scoping out the puppies,” Caroline offered. She was leaning against the
railing overlooking the lower level, her attention focused across the walkway at his son.The faint
blush coloring her cheek and the back of her neck made Mark squeeze Sharon’s hand, move to
the railing, and lean forward to see Caroline’s expression. “Sorry.”She smiled even as her blush
deepened. “Don’t be.” Caroline watched Sharon join Benjamin at the pet store window and laugh
with him as one of the puppies rose to plant his feet on the glass. “My sister deserves to be
happy.”“So do you.”“I am happy.”“Hmm.” Mark thought she was, to the extent she didn’t know
what she was missing in life. “Would you like a date next week? I know a nice guy who’s
interested.”“You know I’m seeing Luke.”“My cousin could use some competition. He’s canceled



on you too often due to work.”“He’s been busy.”“No disrespect to Luke, but he’s had a year to get
his priorities sorted out. Work followed him to the wedding, and it’s still following him. I’d say
that’s enough time to reevaluate things. Besides, you would really like this guy, Caroline. Let me
at least introduce you.”“Is he an architect or in construction?”“He owns a furniture business.”She
turned to rest her back against the railing. “He sounds more interesting than your financial
adviser.”“Who thought you were adorable and was crushed when you politely declined a second
date. Come on. You’ll enjoy yourself. You ought to take me up on an introduction at least once a
year.”She answered his verbal nudge with a smile. “Next week—” She shook her head. “Sorry,
school extracurricular events are just getting started, and I’ll be tied up with registration and
scheduling.”“And the following week you’ll be busy grading papers.”“What can I say? A fifth-
grade teacher’s time is in high demand.” She patted his arm. “I’m comfortable being single and
still looking. Marriage is work.”“But the compensation is high.” How Caroline ended up shy when
her sister was an extrovert was a mystery, but he thought it rather a nice one. He was going to
help her find a relationship that worked; he had set his mind on it. She was just going to take
someone special. He thought it was Luke, but that wasn’t coming to pass as he’d hoped, much
to his disappointment. Mark leaned down to pick up the new package resting near her feet. “I
see Benjamin found his kite.”“It will need a lot of string and running room to launch it.”“Those are
the best kind.” He slipped the receipt in his billfold, then tugged out the money to repay Caroline,
and tucked it along with an extra twenty in the side pocket of her purse. “Go to a movie on
me.”“Thanks, Mark.”“You’re welcome, and please rub off on your nephew a bit more. I had to tug
the fact he wanted a kite out of him.” He added the sack to those he carried. Benjamin was just
beginning to accept that it was okay to ask him for something. “He’s frugal to the point of making
me feel like the kid and he the adult.”“He’ll grow out of it by the time he gets a driver’s license and
wants to borrow the car and twenty bucks.”“I hope so. Ben’s making me feel guilty about being
rich. It’s been a while since that emotion was around.”Caroline laughed and he smiled back. She
had long ago given him the gift of liking him regardless of what he owned.He remembered what
he meant to ask earlier, and Mark’s smile faded. “Any more hang-up phone calls?”Caroline’s
smile disappeared too. She shook her head.Someone had developed the habit of calling her at
6 a.m. and hanging up when she answered. “You’ll tell me if they start again?”“Yes.”He searched
her face, looking for any indication she was merely being polite. If he thought trouble was
blowing in again, he’d mention it to Luke. Hang-up phone calls had started the trouble for her last
year, and Mark wasn’t going to let it flare up again without reacting early.Luke and Caroline had
gone several tense rounds last fall over what to do. Luke tried to protect her against an
unidentified person on the edge of stalking her, and Caroline found Luke’s concern smothering.
Mark didn’t want to open that can of worms again now that they were finally getting their
relationship back on track, but if trouble had returned, ignoring it wouldn’t help. Mark understood
the edgy concern Luke felt—a few of the “gifts” involved had been sent to Sharon to be delivered
to Caroline.“You’ve got that look again. That protective, in-your-domain, determined look,”
Caroline remarked.“You are in my domain,” Mark replied, keeping it low-key, still feeling out the



boundaries she’d accept.“I appreciate it, but let this be.”If she was denying getting calls, he didn’t
have much choice. “I’ll let this be.”She smiled her thanks. A guy could get lost in that smile. It was
time he reminded Luke a year had passed. If the man wasn’t so busy with work, he would have
long ago realized just how special Caroline was and made their relationship permanent. “Are you
going to join us for Labor Day weekend in Atlanta?”“I’ll have to bring some work along, but
Benjamin insists I come see his Atlanta Braves in person.”“I’m glad.” He’d known if he set
Benjamin to the task he’d get a yes. “Plan to come Friday and stay through Monday
evening.”“We’ll talk about it.”Sharon and Benjamin joined them, and Mark squeezed her hand
and let the matter drop. He stepped forward to offer the sack holding the kite to his son. “Let’s go
home, buddy. I want a rematch on the video game.”••••••Caroline slowed her sedan and lifted a
hand to acknowledge Benjamin’s wave as Mark pulled into his driveway. It wound back to the
home he had designed and built with a family in mind. An evening at the mall had been a nice
time. She appreciated the fact Mark went out of his way to include her occasionally in their family
nights.She clicked her headlights to high beam as she entered the heavier woods, glad the
country road was rarely traveled except for residents who lived in the area. Down an incline,
around a forty-degree curve to the left, she slowed and made a sharp turn into the gravel
driveway to her house. The headlights bounced off trees and hanging branches and cast moving
shadows along both sides of her car.She pulled into the garage and parked, the darkness total
as she shut off the car. Her keys held as weapons between her knuckles, she walked to the
farmhouse, opened the kitchen door, and flipped lights on inside. The kitchen counters were
clear, the spider fern turning slowly in the movement of air, a faint steady click and then the
icemaker dumped ice. She was alone.She shut off the alarm system and walked over to touch
the new message button on the answering machine. The single message was the library
confirming that a requested book was in. Whoever had been calling her had moved on. The
troubles last fall had been more than enough for both Luke and herself: phone calls, unexplained
small gifts, that last frightening bouquet of roses. The matter was behind her now, and she
wanted it to stay buried.Caroline moved toward the hallway, stepping out of her shoes and
tossing them toward the steps. When Sharon and Benjamin had lived with her, the living room
was often strewn with toys and the cupboards filled with the basics that little boys loved. The
house was too quiet now, and the holes on the shelves where Sharon’s knickknacks had been
were still waiting to be filled.Caroline sorted the mail she’d picked up at the roadside mailbox
after school and took the two magazines with her to the back patio. She turned on the outside
lights and looked around the backyard and woods before settling into a chair. The backyard was
her special domain, the terraced flower beds and winding walkways her creation.She flipped
through the first magazine. What would she do with a garlic press? She turned down the corner
of the catalog page, marking it as a good illustration to use during her chef elective. Somebody
in the class could find an Italian recipe that called for the use of this special gadget. Pungent
foods tended to get the boys interested in at least trying cooking for themselves.Caroline
thought again about Mark’s offer to set up a date and knew she would eventually say yes, if only



to sidestep the friendly pressure. Mark was right; Luke had been busy lately, and she had been
content to let their relationship drift and not press the issue. She longed for a deeper relationship
with Luke. She wanted more, but it hadn’t happened over the last year. Maybe it was time to let
go of that hope and move on.I’m not sure what to do, Lord. Luke is not the kind of guy you push.
I’d like to be more than casually dating him, but I don’t know how to get that to change. I can’t
compete with his work, and I’m smart enough not to try. I just don’t think he’s ready to settle
down.It was so easy to love Sharon and Benjamin. During the last several years since Sharon’s
first husband had passed away, Caroline had poured her time and love into helping her sister
with Benjamin. It had been a joy to do so. Loving her students was easy too, for she could find
ways to help them enjoy school.But figuring out how to love Luke—he was nearly as much a
mystery after a year as he had been the day of her sister’s wedding. She admired what she saw
in him and thought loving him would be richly worth it, but she didn’t know how to get inside his
head. He wasn’t a man who easily shared much of himself.The phone rang. Caroline waited for
the answering machine to kick in, not willing to answer any calls without first screening them.
She hoped there never was another heavy breathing phone call while Luke was around. The
man was a bit frightening when he shifted into work mode.The phone stopped ringing.Caroline
closed the magazine. Uneasy now with the night around her, she rose. She stepped back inside
the house and shut the patio door behind her. No one was out there. No one. But she didn’t like
the feeling on the back of her neck, wondering if someone was watching again . . .••••••He
watched her rise from the chair through the zoom lens and took one last photo. He’d rattled her
with the phone call. He didn’t like it when her smile disappeared and those worry lines
reappeared, but at least the call had gotten her to look up so he could get the silhouette photo
he wanted.Going by touch, he slowly advanced the film to minimize the clicking sounds. He’d
need to develop the photo with care given the backlighting from her house, but he thought all the
photos from tonight would turn out.Leaves tickled his face as he turned to follow lights coming
through the trees. A car slowed through the turn in the road and then drove past Caroline’s
driveway.Months of watching Caroline had shown she rarely had company after sundown. Her
routine was stable—relax on the back patio, go inside and fix dinner, move into the family room
to review lesson plans while she watched some TV. If only Caroline could see herself as he did,
she’d understand why he had come back.He was smarter now on how to approach her. He had
photos of Benjamin, and he had just about finished his photos of Sharon. He slid the camera into
his bag. Easing from the log on which he sat, he moved deeper into the woods.He would fit into
Caroline’s life this time, not intrude. Luke would be out of her life soon and Caroline would be all
alone again—and his.1ONE YEAR LATERMark Falcon knew success and enjoyed it. As the late-
afternoon sun came in the floor-to-ceiling windows of his office, it reflected off the architecture
awards on the side table, a rainbow painting the wall. His son made the shadow of a barking dog
in the blue and purple bands. Mark judged the distance and made a bear appear, which moved
in to gobble up the dog.Benjamin laughed. “Your hands are huge, Dad.”The boy’s wonder
combined with the name Dad—he had done a few things very right in his life, and marrying



Sharon and adopting her son last year were near the top of the list. “Yours will one day be as
big.” He made the shadow of a tree house. “The tree house blueprints should be done printing.
Why don’t you go see?”Benjamin dashed from the office to the open drafting room. Mark
followed at a more relaxed pace. Nine now, with a touch of MacGyver in his unquenchable
curiosity, his son seemed to be thriving under his attention. Mark was trying to rearrange his life
to provide that time, but he had worried about the transition.He was confident now that keeping
the family in Benton, Georgia, an hour and twenty minutes outside Atlanta, had been the right
decision. The schools were good, the hospital and medical clinic where Sharon continued to
work top-notch, and the town still had open land and woods around it. Mark didn’t mind the
occasional commute to Atlanta when business required it; the pace in Benton better fit what he
wanted for his family.He watched his son carefully tear the blueprint from the wide printer. “It’s
perfect.”Mark picked up an empty carrying tube. “I’m glad you like it. We’d better stop by the
lumber mill this weekend to order our supplies. By the end of October you’ll be inviting your
friends over.”“You’ll teach me to use the saw?”“I will. You can even make the trim if you like; we’ll
finish this tree house right. A good architect always finishes the finer details.” He offered Ben a
pen and an official label for the blueprint tube. “What do you say we pick up your mom and get
dinner? I’m starved.”Sharon tried to keep her last patient appointment to no later than five on
Wednesday nights so they could have a family night. The last couple of weeks their dates had
been hot dogs from a street vendor and rented in-line skates at the park. For a practical doctor,
Sharon didn’t always act much older than her son.“Can we invite Aunt Carol?”“If she’s free.” Mark
had a soft spot in his heart with Caroline’s name on it. She had introduced him to Sharon. “Call
her and see.”••••••They ended up at the mall after eating at the pizza buffet. It was Benjamin’s
idea of the perfect evening and Mark would agree. He walked with his wife window-shopping
while Caroline and Benjamin invaded stores to compare toys and laugh at silly things like fish
wind chimes and talking doorbells.He paused with Sharon at the upper floor courtyard, waiting
for Benjamin and Caroline to catch up, and couldn’t resist leaning over to kiss his wife. A year
since their honeymoon and she could still make him forget his name.Mark reluctantly ended the
kiss. “Tell me you don’t have early rounds tomorrow.”She smiled slowly. “Nine o’clock.”Mark
rubbed his thumb on Sharon’s shoulder blade, appreciating the answer, and even more the
promise in her smile. A guy didn’t deserve to be this happy. He couldn’t resist reaching up to
touch her face and trace her smile and the perfect little dimple next to it. “I’ll take the morning off
and drive you in to work, then take Benjamin to school.” His words were simple enough, but the
huskiness in his voice conveyed a return promise for tonight. He hoped Benjamin would find a
book and volunteer to turn in early with his Snoopy desk light on. It was time to go home. Mark
slid his hand down to grasp Sharon’s, looked around, and didn’t see Benjamin.“He’s across the
way at the pet store scoping out the puppies,” Caroline offered. She was leaning against the
railing overlooking the lower level, her attention focused across the walkway at his son.The faint
blush coloring her cheek and the back of her neck made Mark squeeze Sharon’s hand, move to
the railing, and lean forward to see Caroline’s expression. “Sorry.”She smiled even as her blush



deepened. “Don’t be.” Caroline watched Sharon join Benjamin at the pet store window and laugh
with him as one of the puppies rose to plant his feet on the glass. “My sister deserves to be
happy.”“So do you.”“I am happy.”“Hmm.” Mark thought she was, to the extent she didn’t know
what she was missing in life. “Would you like a date next week? I know a nice guy who’s
interested.”“You know I’m seeing Luke.”“My cousin could use some competition. He’s canceled
on you too often due to work.”“He’s been busy.”“No disrespect to Luke, but he’s had a year to get
his priorities sorted out. Work followed him to the wedding, and it’s still following him. I’d say
that’s enough time to reevaluate things. Besides, you would really like this guy, Caroline. Let me
at least introduce you.”“Is he an architect or in construction?”“He owns a furniture business.”She
turned to rest her back against the railing. “He sounds more interesting than your financial
adviser.”“Who thought you were adorable and was crushed when you politely declined a second
date. Come on. You’ll enjoy yourself. You ought to take me up on an introduction at least once a
year.”She answered his verbal nudge with a smile. “Next week—” She shook her head. “Sorry,
school extracurricular events are just getting started, and I’ll be tied up with registration and
scheduling.”“And the following week you’ll be busy grading papers.”“What can I say? A fifth-
grade teacher’s time is in high demand.” She patted his arm. “I’m comfortable being single and
still looking. Marriage is work.”“But the compensation is high.” How Caroline ended up shy when
her sister was an extrovert was a mystery, but he thought it rather a nice one. He was going to
help her find a relationship that worked; he had set his mind on it. She was just going to take
someone special. He thought it was Luke, but that wasn’t coming to pass as he’d hoped, much
to his disappointment. Mark leaned down to pick up the new package resting near her feet. “I
see Benjamin found his kite.”“It will need a lot of string and running room to launch it.”“Those are
the best kind.” He slipped the receipt in his billfold, then tugged out the money to repay Caroline,
and tucked it along with an extra twenty in the side pocket of her purse. “Go to a movie on
me.”“Thanks, Mark.”“You’re welcome, and please rub off on your nephew a bit more. I had to tug
the fact he wanted a kite out of him.” He added the sack to those he carried. Benjamin was just
beginning to accept that it was okay to ask him for something. “He’s frugal to the point of making
me feel like the kid and he the adult.”“He’ll grow out of it by the time he gets a driver’s license and
wants to borrow the car and twenty bucks.”“I hope so. Ben’s making me feel guilty about being
rich. It’s been a while since that emotion was around.”Caroline laughed and he smiled back. She
had long ago given him the gift of liking him regardless of what he owned.He remembered what
he meant to ask earlier, and Mark’s smile faded. “Any more hang-up phone calls?”Caroline’s
smile disappeared too. She shook her head.Someone had developed the habit of calling her at
6 a.m. and hanging up when she answered. “You’ll tell me if they start again?”“Yes.”He searched
her face, looking for any indication she was merely being polite. If he thought trouble was
blowing in again, he’d mention it to Luke. Hang-up phone calls had started the trouble for her last
year, and Mark wasn’t going to let it flare up again without reacting early.Luke and Caroline had
gone several tense rounds last fall over what to do. Luke tried to protect her against an
unidentified person on the edge of stalking her, and Caroline found Luke’s concern smothering.



Mark didn’t want to open that can of worms again now that they were finally getting their
relationship back on track, but if trouble had returned, ignoring it wouldn’t help. Mark understood
the edgy concern Luke felt—a few of the “gifts” involved had been sent to Sharon to be delivered
to Caroline.“You’ve got that look again. That protective, in-your-domain, determined look,”
Caroline remarked.“You are in my domain,” Mark replied, keeping it low-key, still feeling out the
boundaries she’d accept.“I appreciate it, but let this be.”If she was denying getting calls, he didn’t
have much choice. “I’ll let this be.”She smiled her thanks. A guy could get lost in that smile. It was
time he reminded Luke a year had passed. If the man wasn’t so busy with work, he would have
long ago realized just how special Caroline was and made their relationship permanent. “Are you
going to join us for Labor Day weekend in Atlanta?”“I’ll have to bring some work along, but
Benjamin insists I come see his Atlanta Braves in person.”“I’m glad.” He’d known if he set
Benjamin to the task he’d get a yes. “Plan to come Friday and stay through Monday
evening.”“We’ll talk about it.”Sharon and Benjamin joined them, and Mark squeezed her hand
and let the matter drop. He stepped forward to offer the sack holding the kite to his son. “Let’s go
home, buddy. I want a rematch on the video game.”••••••Caroline slowed her sedan and lifted a
hand to acknowledge Benjamin’s wave as Mark pulled into his driveway. It wound back to the
home he had designed and built with a family in mind. An evening at the mall had been a nice
time. She appreciated the fact Mark went out of his way to include her occasionally in their family
nights.She clicked her headlights to high beam as she entered the heavier woods, glad the
country road was rarely traveled except for residents who lived in the area. Down an incline,
around a forty-degree curve to the left, she slowed and made a sharp turn into the gravel
driveway to her house. The headlights bounced off trees and hanging branches and cast moving
shadows along both sides of her car.She pulled into the garage and parked, the darkness total
as she shut off the car. Her keys held as weapons between her knuckles, she walked to the
farmhouse, opened the kitchen door, and flipped lights on inside. The kitchen counters were
clear, the spider fern turning slowly in the movement of air, a faint steady click and then the
icemaker dumped ice. She was alone.She shut off the alarm system and walked over to touch
the new message button on the answering machine. The single message was the library
confirming that a requested book was in. Whoever had been calling her had moved on. The
troubles last fall had been more than enough for both Luke and herself: phone calls, unexplained
small gifts, that last frightening bouquet of roses. The matter was behind her now, and she
wanted it to stay buried.Caroline moved toward the hallway, stepping out of her shoes and
tossing them toward the steps. When Sharon and Benjamin had lived with her, the living room
was often strewn with toys and the cupboards filled with the basics that little boys loved. The
house was too quiet now, and the holes on the shelves where Sharon’s knickknacks had been
were still waiting to be filled.Caroline sorted the mail she’d picked up at the roadside mailbox
after school and took the two magazines with her to the back patio. She turned on the outside
lights and looked around the backyard and woods before settling into a chair. The backyard was
her special domain, the terraced flower beds and winding walkways her creation.She flipped



through the first magazine. What would she do with a garlic press? She turned down the corner
of the catalog page, marking it as a good illustration to use during her chef elective. Somebody
in the class could find an Italian recipe that called for the use of this special gadget. Pungent
foods tended to get the boys interested in at least trying cooking for themselves.Caroline
thought again about Mark’s offer to set up a date and knew she would eventually say yes, if only
to sidestep the friendly pressure. Mark was right; Luke had been busy lately, and she had been
content to let their relationship drift and not press the issue. She longed for a deeper relationship
with Luke. She wanted more, but it hadn’t happened over the last year. Maybe it was time to let
go of that hope and move on.I’m not sure what to do, Lord. Luke is not the kind of guy you push.
I’d like to be more than casually dating him, but I don’t know how to get that to change. I can’t
compete with his work, and I’m smart enough not to try. I just don’t think he’s ready to settle
down.It was so easy to love Sharon and Benjamin. During the last several years since Sharon’s
first husband had passed away, Caroline had poured her time and love into helping her sister
with Benjamin. It had been a joy to do so. Loving her students was easy too, for she could find
ways to help them enjoy school.But figuring out how to love Luke—he was nearly as much a
mystery after a year as he had been the day of her sister’s wedding. She admired what she saw
in him and thought loving him would be richly worth it, but she didn’t know how to get inside his
head. He wasn’t a man who easily shared much of himself.The phone rang. Caroline waited for
the answering machine to kick in, not willing to answer any calls without first screening them.
She hoped there never was another heavy breathing phone call while Luke was around. The
man was a bit frightening when he shifted into work mode.The phone stopped ringing.Caroline
closed the magazine. Uneasy now with the night around her, she rose. She stepped back inside
the house and shut the patio door behind her. No one was out there. No one. But she didn’t like
the feeling on the back of her neck, wondering if someone was watching again . . .••••••He
watched her rise from the chair through the zoom lens and took one last photo. He’d rattled her
with the phone call. He didn’t like it when her smile disappeared and those worry lines
reappeared, but at least the call had gotten her to look up so he could get the silhouette photo
he wanted.Going by touch, he slowly advanced the film to minimize the clicking sounds. He’d
need to develop the photo with care given the backlighting from her house, but he thought all the
photos from tonight would turn out.Leaves tickled his face as he turned to follow lights coming
through the trees. A car slowed through the turn in the road and then drove past Caroline’s
driveway.Months of watching Caroline had shown she rarely had company after sundown. Her
routine was stable—relax on the back patio, go inside and fix dinner, move into the family room
to review lesson plans while she watched some TV. If only Caroline could see herself as he did,
she’d understand why he had come back.He was smarter now on how to approach her. He had
photos of Benjamin, and he had just about finished his photos of Sharon. He slid the camera into
his bag. Easing from the log on which he sat, he moved deeper into the woods.He would fit into
Caroline’s life this time, not intrude. Luke would be out of her life soon and Caroline would be all
alone again—and his.2Luke Falcon followed his partner’s directions taking I-20 to exit 154,



listening to the police scanner and watching Labor Day weekend traffic build. It was coming up
on 2 p.m. Friday, and traffic would only get heavier until it peaked around ten o’clock, as people
streamed out of Atlanta to vacation destinations across the state.Luke touched his brakes to
slow and pulled onto the exit ramp. Out of habit he reached over to the dashboard and picked up
his sunglasses. He didn’t need them to shade his vision, but he did like the fact the dark glasses
concealed his expression. Lying, anger, fear—Luke could read a record of someone’s emotions
in their eyes. He preferred not to have someone read his. Even Caroline who, like his partner
Jackie, sometimes saw too much for comfort.The Sunrise Motel sign rose high over the highway.
The building itself had a white pasty plaster exterior, twenty-four rooms, and an office with a
solitary tree outside the door and a sign advertising VACANCY. It qualified as cheap
accommodations for travelers who didn’t mind a motorcycle revving in the parking lot and a
semitruck and trailer blocking numerous parking spaces.Luke parked behind one of the cop cars
crowding the lot.Jackie Milner stood by the open doorway to room 15, talking with Taylor Marsh,
a detective from the state homicide division, flipping pages in her notebook as she wrote down
what he said. A body was coming out of the room in a black bag on a stretcher, moved by two
men from the coroner’s office.Frank Hardin had a preference for interstate interchanges, and this
hotel fit the sort of place he might choose to stay. Luke picked up the folder of photos and got out
of the car. He walked across the white gravel lot to join them. “Sorry to be late, I got held up by a
call as I was walking out the door. Hello, Marsh.”“Falcon.” Taylor offered his hand. “Nothing
breaks for a year on this case, and now we’re deep into it again. I hope you didn’t have plans for
the weekend.”“Frank exists to mess up my dating life.” Luke’s plans to get away early and meet
Caroline for dinner were fading. Life kept intruding on his well-laid plans. “What do we have?”“I
agree it’s probably Karen,” Jackie said. “Time of death is less than twenty-four hours ago;
housekeeping found her. If she was our unnamed caller to the tip line, looking to cash in on the
reward, Frank must have found out.”Luke walked over to the body bag. An officer unzipped it and
Luke didn’t let himself react to the smell. The woman’s neck was snapped. The photo on file was
not very flattering, but it was enough to confirm visual ID. “Karen Iles, last known girlfriend of
Frank Hardin. There are fingerprints in the file,” he agreed, passing over the folder to Taylor.Luke
waited until the body was loaded into the coroner’s van before walking to the motel room to look
at the crime scene.The room was like many he had stayed in over the years. A queen-size bed,
an age-worn dresser, two wall lamps, and a color TV clamped to the dresser. The heating and
air-conditioning unit under the window was still on, the aged compressor rumbling. The room
looked lived in with the old bedspread pushed to the floor, sacks of fast food piled by the
overflowing trash can, spare change on the dresser, damp towels on the bathroom rack. “Talk
me through what we know.”Jackie pointed with her pen. “She was found on the floor beside the
bed, resting on her side, no visible injuries beyond the broken neck.”“No sign of defensive
wounds?”Jackie shook her head.Luke looked at the makeup open on the dresser, the uncapped
perfume bottle, a single high heel resting on the bed. He’d seen neat lipstick on her mouth.
Karen must have been getting ready to go out for the evening when Frank snapped her neck and



left her on the floor.“The room was signed for under her name,” Jackie went on. “The car she
listed is still in the lot—the blue Pontiac by the Dumpster. Her purse is here but the wallet and
credit cards are missing. The coroner’s guys are guessing time of death tentatively between six
and nine last night; they’ll get it narrowed down for us.”Luke stepped out of the room to let the
crime scene technicians going through Karen’s belongings finish their work. “What else?”“The
clerk picked out Frank’s photo as the man with Karen,” Jackie said. “They arrived together on the
afternoon of August 17. No room-to-room calls, no indication they knew anyone else staying at
the motel. No one heard loud voices or saw others coming or going from the room.” Jackie broke
the seal on a bottle of cold water and took a long drink. “The last time anyone saw Frank around
the motel was just after 10 p.m. yesterday. One of the guests reported seeing him get into the
passenger side of a van.”She pointed to the end of the parking lot. “The van was parked down by
the Dumpster next to the Pontiac; the guest remembers its slot because he would have thrown
away some empty liquor bottles but for having to pass by Frank. He says the van was light
colored, white, maybe beige, a cargo or panel type without windows. He’s certain there were no
logos or writing on the side.”“So someone picked Frank up. Do we know anyone in his circle of
family or friends who drives a white van?” Luke asked.Jackie flipped through her notes. “A friend
has a black SUV, and there’s a pickup truck registered to his father,” she said. “Nothing close to a
light-colored van. Officers are interviewing the other guests to see if anyone else saw the van
arrive or leave.”Luke looked at Taylor. “Anything useful you can add about the van?”“Statewide,
none have been reported stolen in the last two weeks. I’m hoping the driver filled up at one of the
gas stations at this interchange or the next ones along these interstates. There are only so many
places to stop if he stayed on major roads. I’ve got officers getting whatever security footage is
available, but it may take a while. We’ll have a lot of white vans to eliminate.”Luke looked around
the parking lot. “Frank knows that we keep track of his friends; he’s been staying out of state for
the last several months. He came back now for a reason. If he was on his way into Atlanta, why
stay this far out of town for over a week?”“He needs cash to stay on the run . . . He’s hired
muscle . . . He came back for a job in this area?” Jackie proposed.“It fits his profile,” Luke agreed.
“If he’s been here over a week, there’s a chance he’s been out canvassing the location of his
next job. A newspaper, a fast-food receipt—maybe he left us some marker so we can figure out
which town he’s been visiting along these interstates. We’ve got a lot of ground to cover.”“I’m just
surprised he didn’t leave our phone number written on the mirror for the arriving cops like he did
last time.”“So am I. And I’m tired of being taunted by this guy.” Luke pulled out his keys. “I’ll get
the call center spun up and information out to the media on the van, Frank’s and Karen’s photos,
and reminders about the existing reward. Half of the state is traveling this weekend. We need
someone to spot him. If he’s still in the area, he’s got to be sleeping somewhere.”Luke was tired
of standing over Frank Hardin’s victims. The man had to be stopped, and this time they might
have a chance to catch him. It would mean Luke’s weekend off would be spent working, but it
couldn’t be helped. The leads were hot and they had to be run to ground before Frank
disappeared again.Caroline was getting shortchanged again, and Benjamin would be



disappointed when he missed the Braves game. Both reactions were coming and both were
deserved; work’s toll on his personal life was getting steep. But some cases had to be solved, no
matter what the personal cost. This was one of them.••••••School would be dismissing early for
the holiday weekend, and Caroline didn’t even try to teach for the last half period. She needed a
break as much as her students did. The crossword puzzle sketched on the board at the front of
the classroom had the easy questions answered. “How about five down? Does anyone have an
idea?” Caroline stepped back to study the list of questions. This was a hard puzzle.Lynn raised
her hand. “Maybe . . . temperature?”Caroline counted the letters. “Beautiful job.” She filled in the
letters. It was the first time Lynn had volunteered an answer today. She was a quiet student, but
today was unusual. Something was bothering her, and Caroline still hadn’t figured out what it
was. Papers rustled behind her as students filled in five down on their copies of the puzzle.The
last bell of the day rang.“Whoever finishes the puzzle gets an extra ten minutes of art time. Enjoy
your long weekend.”Her kids were already moving, backpacks straining with books, assignment
folders, and gym shoes. The boy in the third row, fourth seat, didn’t move with the others.
Caroline set a three-by-five card on his desk and softly said, “Fifty times.” He tugged out a piece
of paper and pen without debating the point. Detention had become almost routine for both
Kevin and herself.Caroline followed her students to the door. Lockers lined the hall, and the sixth
graders from the next room dominated the hallway so that her kids disappeared into the crush of
bodies. She smiled greetings to kids from last year and saw from the milling parents in the
hallway that the third-grade class was not yet back from their half-day field trip.Benjamin had told
her all about the trip while he waited in her classroom this morning for the bus that would take
them to the museum. He’d be back soon, overflowing with news of what he had seen.Caroline
turned back into her classroom, out of habit advancing the calendar page by the door, then
switched the blue cards that gave the lunch choices to next week’s menu. She straightened
desks. In this small private Christian school she served as janitor for her own classroom.She
started updating the schedule on the sideboard that would run the class Tuesday. She assigned
Lynn as the teacher’s assistant so they would have a few minutes to talk.Kevin slid out of his
chair and brought her his paper. “I’m done.”She took it and scanned the repeated sentence: I’m a
better man than I acted today. “Your penmanship is improving.”Kevin shrugged. “I need a new
pen.”“I can probably handle that for you. Do you have a ride, or can I give you a lift home?”“I’m
okay; football practice is this afternoon. Can I go now?”“I want a story from you. Ten pages, as
extra credit to make up for the science project you had problems with.”He shifted on his feet. She
knew his daddy would be on him about the science project and Kevin did too. Saving face still
mattered. “Five pages,” Kevin countered.“Seven.”“Any story?”“As long as it’s written for me as the
audience and involves some science fact you had to look up.”He nodded and turned to get his
backpack. “I’ll bring it next week, Miss Carol.”She smiled as he disappeared through the
doorway, his backpack rubbing the floor. He liked creative writing, even if he was reluctant to
admit it.She looked around the empty desks, names and faces coming easily to mind, reviewing
how the day had gone for each one of them. Her students were doing fine, even those like Kevin



who forgot to pay attention when he should. They’ve worked hard this week, Lord. Bring them
safely back to school on Tuesday ready to learn.She shut off the lights and locked her
classroom, as relieved as her kids to be out at two for the Labor Day break. Driving into Atlanta
to see the Braves’ game Saturday had blossomed into a full weekend schedule. Caroline joined
the flow of parents heading to the parking lot to meet the arriving bus.She set her briefcase on
the bench and leaned against the light pole taped with flyers for the upcoming school band
concert. Benjamin finally appeared at the top of the bus steps. He flew off the bus and ran
toward her, his school uniform of black jeans and blue shirt looking broken in with dirt and sweat,
his feet still in the black gym shoes he loved and had conveniently “forgotten” to change this
morning. A frayed backpack strap fluttered behind him, the heavy canvas blue backpack already
showing some wear.Caroline straightened and he collided with her in one of his super hugs—his
hands on her shoulders and his shoes stepping up on hers as she balanced for them both. They
had been full hugs when he was younger; now the super hugs were more a teasing greeting so
he wouldn’t be embarrassed when his friends saw, but she loved them just the same.“We’re
going?” Benjamin asked, catching the loop of his backpack to lug it in one hand.“I’ll drop you off
at the clinic so you can ride home with your mom and help her finish packing; then you’ll be on
your way to Atlanta.” She smiled at his whoop of joy. “Your daddy will drive in when he finishes a
house inspection. I’m going in early so I can get my schoolwork done before the fun starts. I told
your mom we should find a movie for tonight.”Benjamin walked backward on the sidewalk.
“Animated?”“Sure.”••••••Caroline parked beside her sister’s car at the medical clinic and
followed Benjamin inside. Sharon’s office at the back of the clinic was a comfortable place to
come and talk; the conversations here were as helpful to Sharon’s patients as what went on in
the exam rooms.Caroline paused at the side table dominated by a huge bouquet of roses and
carefully tipped one of the perfect blooms to smell the rich fragrance. Three dozen bright red
roses among a bed of greenery—Mark was spoiling her sister.The newspaper on the coffee
table was folded back to the movies showing this weekend. Caroline picked it up and scanned
their options, glancing up to smile as Sharon came through the door slipping a prescription pad
into the pocket of her white lab coat. “Busy day?”“Never-ending.”Caroline set down the
newspaper and nodded to the receptionist area. “Ben spotted the new video game in the waiting
room. The receptionist promised to keep an eye on him.”“I’m running a few minutes late, so that’s
perfect. Thanks for bringing him over. You have keys to the condo?”“Mark gave me a set.”
Caroline opened her purse to double-check.Sharon leaned against her desk. “I talked to Luke
last night. He said he was joining us this weekend.”Caroline’s hand slowed as she searched for
her keys. She glanced up. “He’s going to try. Just don’t push, Sharon.” Luke had been distant the
last evening they had shared together, not wanting to talk about the work that occupied his
thoughts, and she’d learned she didn’t handle being shut out well. They needed time to
reconnect, not dodge leading questions from family. “I’ll start dinner when I get to town,
something that will stay hot so we can eat when everyone arrives.”“I promise not to meddle, at
least not too much. Drive careful.”“I will.” Sharon’s phone rang. Caroline waved good-bye and



walked through the clinic, relieved to be away, pausing briefly in the waiting room to say farewell
to Benjamin. She walked out to her car.What was she going to say when she saw Luke? I miss
you. The honest words would only hurt him, so something a little less direct. I’m glad you were
able to get free. No, it would sound like she was nagging about the hours he worked. It wasn’t
like they were engaged; she had no claims on him and his time. Caroline adjusted the rearview
mirror. She wanted him to be different than he was, and that wasn’t fair to ask of anyone.Caroline
followed signs to the highway and headed to Atlanta, relieved she had the drive to think about
what to say to Luke. This weekend was becoming a turning point in her mind—either she figured
out how to get things on track with him, or she accepted reality and gracefully let the relationship
go. There was nothing wrong with being just friends. It would be a disappointing outcome, but
she’d survived disappointing outcomes before.If only you were focused on me, Luke. She
glanced toward the sky and the storm forming on the horizon.Lord, it would help if Luke made a
decision on where he wanted this relationship to go. One way or another, just get us to a
decision point.••••••Frank Hardin studied his injured hand as the blood washed away. He had
scraped the back of his right knuckles on the framing in the hidden room, and the soap stung as
he washed his hands at the kitchen sink. It would pass for the aftereffects of a bare knuckles
fight. He nudged the water off with his elbow and picked up a towel.The automatic garage door
opened. Frank glanced through the dining room windows to see a white van pull into the
driveway. It disappeared into the spacious garage.“I told you he would be back right on time.”
Ronald rose from the table at the bay window.“Billy’s a liability. He talks too much.”“He’s young,
eager.”Frank glared at his friend. “He’ll have to be dealt with.” He wasn’t going back to jail
because some guy hired to drive liked to talk too much.Ronald hesitated, but reluctantly
nodded.Frank tapped out his cigarette. He scanned the list on the counter. Months of planning
had come down to today. Someone else might be paying his fee, but this job was personal. He
wanted more than just to hurt Luke Falcon; he wanted the man afraid.If he couldn’t shake the
man hunting him, he could make Falcon permanently regret it. “Let’s get this under way.”Ronald
picked up the box with a roll of duct tape and three ski masks. Frank followed him to the
garage.2Luke Falcon followed his partner’s directions taking I-20 to exit 154, listening to the
police scanner and watching Labor Day weekend traffic build. It was coming up on 2 p.m. Friday,
and traffic would only get heavier until it peaked around ten o’clock, as people streamed out of
Atlanta to vacation destinations across the state.Luke touched his brakes to slow and pulled
onto the exit ramp. Out of habit he reached over to the dashboard and picked up his sunglasses.
He didn’t need them to shade his vision, but he did like the fact the dark glasses concealed his
expression. Lying, anger, fear—Luke could read a record of someone’s emotions in their eyes.
He preferred not to have someone read his. Even Caroline who, like his partner Jackie,
sometimes saw too much for comfort.The Sunrise Motel sign rose high over the highway. The
building itself had a white pasty plaster exterior, twenty-four rooms, and an office with a solitary
tree outside the door and a sign advertising VACANCY. It qualified as cheap accommodations
for travelers who didn’t mind a motorcycle revving in the parking lot and a semitruck and trailer



blocking numerous parking spaces.Luke parked behind one of the cop cars crowding the
lot.Jackie Milner stood by the open doorway to room 15, talking with Taylor Marsh, a detective
from the state homicide division, flipping pages in her notebook as she wrote down what he
said. A body was coming out of the room in a black bag on a stretcher, moved by two men from
the coroner’s office.Frank Hardin had a preference for interstate interchanges, and this hotel fit
the sort of place he might choose to stay. Luke picked up the folder of photos and got out of the
car. He walked across the white gravel lot to join them. “Sorry to be late, I got held up by a call as
I was walking out the door. Hello, Marsh.”“Falcon.” Taylor offered his hand. “Nothing breaks for a
year on this case, and now we’re deep into it again. I hope you didn’t have plans for the
weekend.”“Frank exists to mess up my dating life.” Luke’s plans to get away early and meet
Caroline for dinner were fading. Life kept intruding on his well-laid plans. “What do we have?”“I
agree it’s probably Karen,” Jackie said. “Time of death is less than twenty-four hours ago;
housekeeping found her. If she was our unnamed caller to the tip line, looking to cash in on the
reward, Frank must have found out.”Luke walked over to the body bag. An officer unzipped it and
Luke didn’t let himself react to the smell. The woman’s neck was snapped. The photo on file was
not very flattering, but it was enough to confirm visual ID. “Karen Iles, last known girlfriend of
Frank Hardin. There are fingerprints in the file,” he agreed, passing over the folder to Taylor.Luke
waited until the body was loaded into the coroner’s van before walking to the motel room to look
at the crime scene.The room was like many he had stayed in over the years. A queen-size bed,
an age-worn dresser, two wall lamps, and a color TV clamped to the dresser. The heating and
air-conditioning unit under the window was still on, the aged compressor rumbling. The room
looked lived in with the old bedspread pushed to the floor, sacks of fast food piled by the
overflowing trash can, spare change on the dresser, damp towels on the bathroom rack. “Talk
me through what we know.”Jackie pointed with her pen. “She was found on the floor beside the
bed, resting on her side, no visible injuries beyond the broken neck.”“No sign of defensive
wounds?”Jackie shook her head.Luke looked at the makeup open on the dresser, the uncapped
perfume bottle, a single high heel resting on the bed. He’d seen neat lipstick on her mouth.
Karen must have been getting ready to go out for the evening when Frank snapped her neck and
left her on the floor.“The room was signed for under her name,” Jackie went on. “The car she
listed is still in the lot—the blue Pontiac by the Dumpster. Her purse is here but the wallet and
credit cards are missing. The coroner’s guys are guessing time of death tentatively between six
and nine last night; they’ll get it narrowed down for us.”Luke stepped out of the room to let the
crime scene technicians going through Karen’s belongings finish their work. “What else?”“The
clerk picked out Frank’s photo as the man with Karen,” Jackie said. “They arrived together on the
afternoon of August 17. No room-to-room calls, no indication they knew anyone else staying at
the motel. No one heard loud voices or saw others coming or going from the room.” Jackie broke
the seal on a bottle of cold water and took a long drink. “The last time anyone saw Frank around
the motel was just after 10 p.m. yesterday. One of the guests reported seeing him get into the
passenger side of a van.”She pointed to the end of the parking lot. “The van was parked down by



the Dumpster next to the Pontiac; the guest remembers its slot because he would have thrown
away some empty liquor bottles but for having to pass by Frank. He says the van was light
colored, white, maybe beige, a cargo or panel type without windows. He’s certain there were no
logos or writing on the side.”“So someone picked Frank up. Do we know anyone in his circle of
family or friends who drives a white van?” Luke asked.Jackie flipped through her notes. “A friend
has a black SUV, and there’s a pickup truck registered to his father,” she said. “Nothing close to a
light-colored van. Officers are interviewing the other guests to see if anyone else saw the van
arrive or leave.”Luke looked at Taylor. “Anything useful you can add about the van?”“Statewide,
none have been reported stolen in the last two weeks. I’m hoping the driver filled up at one of the
gas stations at this interchange or the next ones along these interstates. There are only so many
places to stop if he stayed on major roads. I’ve got officers getting whatever security footage is
available, but it may take a while. We’ll have a lot of white vans to eliminate.”Luke looked around
the parking lot. “Frank knows that we keep track of his friends; he’s been staying out of state for
the last several months. He came back now for a reason. If he was on his way into Atlanta, why
stay this far out of town for over a week?”“He needs cash to stay on the run . . . He’s hired
muscle . . . He came back for a job in this area?” Jackie proposed.“It fits his profile,” Luke agreed.
“If he’s been here over a week, there’s a chance he’s been out canvassing the location of his
next job. A newspaper, a fast-food receipt—maybe he left us some marker so we can figure out
which town he’s been visiting along these interstates. We’ve got a lot of ground to cover.”“I’m just
surprised he didn’t leave our phone number written on the mirror for the arriving cops like he did
last time.”“So am I. And I’m tired of being taunted by this guy.” Luke pulled out his keys. “I’ll get
the call center spun up and information out to the media on the van, Frank’s and Karen’s photos,
and reminders about the existing reward. Half of the state is traveling this weekend. We need
someone to spot him. If he’s still in the area, he’s got to be sleeping somewhere.”Luke was tired
of standing over Frank Hardin’s victims. The man had to be stopped, and this time they might
have a chance to catch him. It would mean Luke’s weekend off would be spent working, but it
couldn’t be helped. The leads were hot and they had to be run to ground before Frank
disappeared again.Caroline was getting shortchanged again, and Benjamin would be
disappointed when he missed the Braves game. Both reactions were coming and both were
deserved; work’s toll on his personal life was getting steep. But some cases had to be solved, no
matter what the personal cost. This was one of them.••••••School would be dismissing early for
the holiday weekend, and Caroline didn’t even try to teach for the last half period. She needed a
break as much as her students did. The crossword puzzle sketched on the board at the front of
the classroom had the easy questions answered. “How about five down? Does anyone have an
idea?” Caroline stepped back to study the list of questions. This was a hard puzzle.Lynn raised
her hand. “Maybe . . . temperature?”Caroline counted the letters. “Beautiful job.” She filled in the
letters. It was the first time Lynn had volunteered an answer today. She was a quiet student, but
today was unusual. Something was bothering her, and Caroline still hadn’t figured out what it
was. Papers rustled behind her as students filled in five down on their copies of the puzzle.The



last bell of the day rang.“Whoever finishes the puzzle gets an extra ten minutes of art time. Enjoy
your long weekend.”Her kids were already moving, backpacks straining with books, assignment
folders, and gym shoes. The boy in the third row, fourth seat, didn’t move with the others.
Caroline set a three-by-five card on his desk and softly said, “Fifty times.” He tugged out a piece
of paper and pen without debating the point. Detention had become almost routine for both
Kevin and herself.Caroline followed her students to the door. Lockers lined the hall, and the sixth
graders from the next room dominated the hallway so that her kids disappeared into the crush of
bodies. She smiled greetings to kids from last year and saw from the milling parents in the
hallway that the third-grade class was not yet back from their half-day field trip.Benjamin had told
her all about the trip while he waited in her classroom this morning for the bus that would take
them to the museum. He’d be back soon, overflowing with news of what he had seen.Caroline
turned back into her classroom, out of habit advancing the calendar page by the door, then
switched the blue cards that gave the lunch choices to next week’s menu. She straightened
desks. In this small private Christian school she served as janitor for her own classroom.She
started updating the schedule on the sideboard that would run the class Tuesday. She assigned
Lynn as the teacher’s assistant so they would have a few minutes to talk.Kevin slid out of his
chair and brought her his paper. “I’m done.”She took it and scanned the repeated sentence: I’m a
better man than I acted today. “Your penmanship is improving.”Kevin shrugged. “I need a new
pen.”“I can probably handle that for you. Do you have a ride, or can I give you a lift home?”“I’m
okay; football practice is this afternoon. Can I go now?”“I want a story from you. Ten pages, as
extra credit to make up for the science project you had problems with.”He shifted on his feet. She
knew his daddy would be on him about the science project and Kevin did too. Saving face still
mattered. “Five pages,” Kevin countered.“Seven.”“Any story?”“As long as it’s written for me as the
audience and involves some science fact you had to look up.”He nodded and turned to get his
backpack. “I’ll bring it next week, Miss Carol.”She smiled as he disappeared through the
doorway, his backpack rubbing the floor. He liked creative writing, even if he was reluctant to
admit it.She looked around the empty desks, names and faces coming easily to mind, reviewing
how the day had gone for each one of them. Her students were doing fine, even those like Kevin
who forgot to pay attention when he should. They’ve worked hard this week, Lord. Bring them
safely back to school on Tuesday ready to learn.She shut off the lights and locked her
classroom, as relieved as her kids to be out at two for the Labor Day break. Driving into Atlanta
to see the Braves’ game Saturday had blossomed into a full weekend schedule. Caroline joined
the flow of parents heading to the parking lot to meet the arriving bus.She set her briefcase on
the bench and leaned against the light pole taped with flyers for the upcoming school band
concert. Benjamin finally appeared at the top of the bus steps. He flew off the bus and ran
toward her, his school uniform of black jeans and blue shirt looking broken in with dirt and sweat,
his feet still in the black gym shoes he loved and had conveniently “forgotten” to change this
morning. A frayed backpack strap fluttered behind him, the heavy canvas blue backpack already
showing some wear.Caroline straightened and he collided with her in one of his super hugs—his



hands on her shoulders and his shoes stepping up on hers as she balanced for them both. They
had been full hugs when he was younger; now the super hugs were more a teasing greeting so
he wouldn’t be embarrassed when his friends saw, but she loved them just the same.“We’re
going?” Benjamin asked, catching the loop of his backpack to lug it in one hand.“I’ll drop you off
at the clinic so you can ride home with your mom and help her finish packing; then you’ll be on
your way to Atlanta.” She smiled at his whoop of joy. “Your daddy will drive in when he finishes a
house inspection. I’m going in early so I can get my schoolwork done before the fun starts. I told
your mom we should find a movie for tonight.”Benjamin walked backward on the sidewalk.
“Animated?”“Sure.”••••••Caroline parked beside her sister’s car at the medical clinic and
followed Benjamin inside. Sharon’s office at the back of the clinic was a comfortable place to
come and talk; the conversations here were as helpful to Sharon’s patients as what went on in
the exam rooms.Caroline paused at the side table dominated by a huge bouquet of roses and
carefully tipped one of the perfect blooms to smell the rich fragrance. Three dozen bright red
roses among a bed of greenery—Mark was spoiling her sister.The newspaper on the coffee
table was folded back to the movies showing this weekend. Caroline picked it up and scanned
their options, glancing up to smile as Sharon came through the door slipping a prescription pad
into the pocket of her white lab coat. “Busy day?”“Never-ending.”Caroline set down the
newspaper and nodded to the receptionist area. “Ben spotted the new video game in the waiting
room. The receptionist promised to keep an eye on him.”“I’m running a few minutes late, so that’s
perfect. Thanks for bringing him over. You have keys to the condo?”“Mark gave me a set.”
Caroline opened her purse to double-check.Sharon leaned against her desk. “I talked to Luke
last night. He said he was joining us this weekend.”Caroline’s hand slowed as she searched for
her keys. She glanced up. “He’s going to try. Just don’t push, Sharon.” Luke had been distant the
last evening they had shared together, not wanting to talk about the work that occupied his
thoughts, and she’d learned she didn’t handle being shut out well. They needed time to
reconnect, not dodge leading questions from family. “I’ll start dinner when I get to town,
something that will stay hot so we can eat when everyone arrives.”“I promise not to meddle, at
least not too much. Drive careful.”“I will.” Sharon’s phone rang. Caroline waved good-bye and
walked through the clinic, relieved to be away, pausing briefly in the waiting room to say farewell
to Benjamin. She walked out to her car.What was she going to say when she saw Luke? I miss
you. The honest words would only hurt him, so something a little less direct. I’m glad you were
able to get free. No, it would sound like she was nagging about the hours he worked. It wasn’t
like they were engaged; she had no claims on him and his time. Caroline adjusted the rearview
mirror. She wanted him to be different than he was, and that wasn’t fair to ask of anyone.Caroline
followed signs to the highway and headed to Atlanta, relieved she had the drive to think about
what to say to Luke. This weekend was becoming a turning point in her mind—either she figured
out how to get things on track with him, or she accepted reality and gracefully let the relationship
go. There was nothing wrong with being just friends. It would be a disappointing outcome, but
she’d survived disappointing outcomes before.If only you were focused on me, Luke. She



glanced toward the sky and the storm forming on the horizon.Lord, it would help if Luke made a
decision on where he wanted this relationship to go. One way or another, just get us to a
decision point.••••••Frank Hardin studied his injured hand as the blood washed away. He had
scraped the back of his right knuckles on the framing in the hidden room, and the soap stung as
he washed his hands at the kitchen sink. It would pass for the aftereffects of a bare knuckles
fight. He nudged the water off with his elbow and picked up a towel.The automatic garage door
opened. Frank glanced through the dining room windows to see a white van pull into the
driveway. It disappeared into the spacious garage.“I told you he would be back right on time.”
Ronald rose from the table at the bay window.“Billy’s a liability. He talks too much.”“He’s young,
eager.”Frank glared at his friend. “He’ll have to be dealt with.” He wasn’t going back to jail
because some guy hired to drive liked to talk too much.Ronald hesitated, but reluctantly
nodded.Frank tapped out his cigarette. He scanned the list on the counter. Months of planning
had come down to today. Someone else might be paying his fee, but this job was personal. He
wanted more than just to hurt Luke Falcon; he wanted the man afraid.If he couldn’t shake the
man hunting him, he could make Falcon permanently regret it. “Let’s get this under way.”Ronald
picked up the box with a roll of duct tape and three ski masks. Frank followed him to the
garage.3Sharon had married into money. Caroline knew it but rarely experienced it to the degree
she was today. She slipped a grilled cheese sandwich onto her plate and shut off the burner.
Cooking in this kitchen with its black marble countertops and shining appliances made her
nervous.Mark Falcon’s condominium in Atlanta, which took the entire eighth floor of a
brownstone building, was much like an upscale hotel. Carpets were plush, furniture new, and the
kitchen well stocked. He had lived here before marrying Sharon and still had a housekeeper
come in three times a week to keep it ready on a moment’s notice for guests. Caroline wished
there was something out of place so her arrival would feel less disruptive.The phone rang and
Caroline turned in a full circle to isolate the sound. She found the cordless phone in the side
cabinet beside the refrigerator. “Falcon residence.”“Good, you’re there. Did you by any chance
see my baseball glove at your place?” Benjamin sounded a little panicked.Caroline poured her
soda over ice. “Remember the church baseball game Sunday afternoon? You put your glove in
the trunk of your mom’s car beside your shoe box of spare baseball cards.”“Oh, that’s right.
Thanks.”“Where are you, Benjamin?”“We’re finally leaving the clinic. Mom says we have to stop
by the house to—” A clatter cut off his sentence.“Benjamin?”Caroline heard a jumble of sounds
and static before it finally cleared. “Sorry. Some van cut Mom off. I dropped the phone.”“You’re
okay?”“She owes the glass jar two quarters for swearing.”Benjamin sounded impressed.
Caroline smiled. “Tell your mom to drive safe.”“Mom, she says to drive more carefully.”Caroline
took her plate into the dining room where the table was set for six. She moved aside good china
to set her plate down.“We’re going to stop by the house so Mom can finish packing; then we’ll be
on the way. An hour and a half and we’ll be there.”“More like two hours,” Caroline replied, thinking
about the traffic already building, “but soon. I’ll start dinner and have it waiting for you.”“What are
you going to fix?”“Your favorite, Italian beef.”“Awesome! I’m already starved. See you soon.”“Love



ya, Benjamin.”Caroline glanced at the time as she set down the cordless phone. 3:50. Sharon
and Benjamin should easily be here before six. Mark was out at a construction site for a new
home he had designed and promised to be here by seven.Caroline bowed her head before
beginning her meal. Jesus, You understand what I’m feeling in this place, not quite belonging,
just a little out of my element. Thank You for sending Sharon a wonderful husband and Benjamin
a great father. Please handle the details of this weekend so I can look back on this time and be
glad I came. She lifted her head.Caroline picked up her sandwich. She’d enjoy the weekend for
all the uncertainty. She would smile at Luke and wait for him to start the conversation. It worked
every time.After eating, Caroline settled in the living room and turned her attention to her
schoolwork. Teaching at a Christian school allowed her to have a Bible class, and it was one of
her favorite subjects.She started the school year by giving her students a week to answer an
essay question, one that tried to make the Bible personal to each student. Last year the essay
question had been God loves you unconditionally. How does that impact your life?Caroline drew
circles on the page as she thought about this year’s essay question:Jesus taught that a firm
foundation based on living what He taught would allow a person to survive great trouble in life.
What did you learn from the Sermon on the Mount that will change how you live?Before the
weekend was over, she would take up pen and paper and write her own answer to the essay
question, for tradition dictated she share her own perspective with the class.She picked up her
Bible from the floor, the cover worn and the pages stuffed with notes she used in her class. She
found the summary passage for the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 7:24–29 and read it
again.Every one then who hears these words of mine and does them will be like a wise man who
built his house upon the rock; and the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and
beat upon that house, but it did not fall, because it had been founded on the rock. And every one
who hears these words of mine and does not do them will be like a foolish man who built his
house upon the sand; and the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat
against that house, and it fell; and great was the fall of it.She had chosen the essay question
partly because of the events she had lived through last fall—the phone calls, notes, and flowers
from an unknown sender. They had arrived as a sudden storm of trouble and had rocked her life
hard. She’d come through the experience with a damaged sense of her own security. God was
still her rock; unfortunately she’d just made the mistake of putting some of her trust in things that
had shown themselves to be sand. Hopefully she’d learned that lesson.The timer in the kitchen
sounded, interrupting her work. Caroline set aside her notebook and headed to the kitchen,
pausing only long enough to turn on the TV and increase the volume so she could catch the
start of the local evening news.As she stirred the Italian beef, the news headlined a murder
investigation. That poor lady. The motel and interchange mentioned—she’d passed it on her
drive into town. She leaned around to see the TV. She studied the photo of the murder
suspect.She added more water to the Crock-Pot and, since dinner was close to done, turned the
temperature to low. She looked at the clock: 6:05. Getting packed and on the road must have
presented a few unexpected challenges for Sharon.The salad was ready. The buns were set out



to steam. Caroline looked through options for dessert and got out the tapioca. Mark loved it more
than a homemade pie. It was a small thing, but it would be appreciated, and she wanted to say
thanks for his invitation to join them.3Sharon had married into money. Caroline knew it but rarely
experienced it to the degree she was today. She slipped a grilled cheese sandwich onto her
plate and shut off the burner. Cooking in this kitchen with its black marble countertops and
shining appliances made her nervous.Mark Falcon’s condominium in Atlanta, which took the
entire eighth floor of a brownstone building, was much like an upscale hotel. Carpets were plush,
furniture new, and the kitchen well stocked. He had lived here before marrying Sharon and still
had a housekeeper come in three times a week to keep it ready on a moment’s notice for guests.
Caroline wished there was something out of place so her arrival would feel less disruptive.The
phone rang and Caroline turned in a full circle to isolate the sound. She found the cordless
phone in the side cabinet beside the refrigerator. “Falcon residence.”“Good, you’re there. Did you
by any chance see my baseball glove at your place?” Benjamin sounded a little
panicked.Caroline poured her soda over ice. “Remember the church baseball game Sunday
afternoon? You put your glove in the trunk of your mom’s car beside your shoe box of spare
baseball cards.”“Oh, that’s right. Thanks.”“Where are you, Benjamin?”“We’re finally leaving the
clinic. Mom says we have to stop by the house to—” A clatter cut off his
sentence.“Benjamin?”Caroline heard a jumble of sounds and static before it finally cleared.
“Sorry. Some van cut Mom off. I dropped the phone.”“You’re okay?”“She owes the glass jar two
quarters for swearing.”Benjamin sounded impressed. Caroline smiled. “Tell your mom to drive
safe.”“Mom, she says to drive more carefully.”Caroline took her plate into the dining room where
the table was set for six. She moved aside good china to set her plate down.“We’re going to stop
by the house so Mom can finish packing; then we’ll be on the way. An hour and a half and we’ll
be there.”“More like two hours,” Caroline replied, thinking about the traffic already building, “but
soon. I’ll start dinner and have it waiting for you.”“What are you going to fix?”“Your favorite, Italian
beef.”“Awesome! I’m already starved. See you soon.”“Love ya, Benjamin.”Caroline glanced at the
time as she set down the cordless phone. 3:50. Sharon and Benjamin should easily be here
before six. Mark was out at a construction site for a new home he had designed and promised to
be here by seven.Caroline bowed her head before beginning her meal. Jesus, You understand
what I’m feeling in this place, not quite belonging, just a little out of my element. Thank You for
sending Sharon a wonderful husband and Benjamin a great father. Please handle the details of
this weekend so I can look back on this time and be glad I came. She lifted her head.Caroline
picked up her sandwich. She’d enjoy the weekend for all the uncertainty. She would smile at
Luke and wait for him to start the conversation. It worked every time.After eating, Caroline settled
in the living room and turned her attention to her schoolwork. Teaching at a Christian school
allowed her to have a Bible class, and it was one of her favorite subjects.She started the school
year by giving her students a week to answer an essay question, one that tried to make the Bible
personal to each student. Last year the essay question had been God loves you unconditionally.
How does that impact your life?Caroline drew circles on the page as she thought about this



year’s essay question:Jesus taught that a firm foundation based on living what He taught would
allow a person to survive great trouble in life. What did you learn from the Sermon on the Mount
that will change how you live?Before the weekend was over, she would take up pen and paper
and write her own answer to the essay question, for tradition dictated she share her own
perspective with the class.She picked up her Bible from the floor, the cover worn and the pages
stuffed with notes she used in her class. She found the summary passage for the Sermon on the
Mount in Matthew 7:24–29 and read it again.Every one then who hears these words of mine and
does them will be like a wise man who built his house upon the rock; and the rain fell, and the
floods came, and the winds blew and beat upon that house, but it did not fall, because it had
been founded on the rock. And every one who hears these words of mine and does not do them
will be like a foolish man who built his house upon the sand; and the rain fell, and the floods
came, and the winds blew and beat against that house, and it fell; and great was the fall of it.She
had chosen the essay question partly because of the events she had lived through last fall—the
phone calls, notes, and flowers from an unknown sender. They had arrived as a sudden storm of
trouble and had rocked her life hard. She’d come through the experience with a damaged sense
of her own security. God was still her rock; unfortunately she’d just made the mistake of putting
some of her trust in things that had shown themselves to be sand. Hopefully she’d learned that
lesson.The timer in the kitchen sounded, interrupting her work. Caroline set aside her notebook
and headed to the kitchen, pausing only long enough to turn on the TV and increase the volume
so she could catch the start of the local evening news.As she stirred the Italian beef, the news
headlined a murder investigation. That poor lady. The motel and interchange mentioned—she’d
passed it on her drive into town. She leaned around to see the TV. She studied the photo of the
murder suspect.She added more water to the Crock-Pot and, since dinner was close to done,
turned the temperature to low. She looked at the clock: 6:05. Getting packed and on the road
must have presented a few unexpected challenges for Sharon.The salad was ready. The buns
were set out to steam. Caroline looked through options for dessert and got out the tapioca. Mark
loved it more than a homemade pie. It was a small thing, but it would be appreciated, and she
wanted to say thanks for his invitation to join them.
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f whitehead, “Hard to put down!. I was totally immersed in this book! I read it years ago but it
was just as gripping as the first time.  Thank you, Dee Henderson!”

McCallister, “Kept me riveted to the end. Everything in this book… suspense, romance and
family! Perfect! I began reading before I realized this book was part 4 of a series…. I still couldn’t
put it down. Series be dammed!”

Sherry welch, “Slow torture. In this book we had three kidnappings, four murders, a car wreck
and near death, and a suicide, all within a few days. I felt like there was a book before this, about
the previous fall, when Caroline began to realize she had a stalker. Flashbacks were kind of
thrown in and confusing until I figured out they were a review of the previous fall. I know most
people really adore this author's work, but I found it plodding and hard to stay focused. The
characters were all so methodical and mechanical. The storyline was good, plenty of suspense.”

Jennie Pendergast, “A FBI agent finds love with his cousin sister in law.. Enjoyed being with this
author. Luke and Caroline story was very exciting. A chance meeting at his cousin wedding
brings love. It was hard when Luke and Caroline family was suddenly detained. Caroline was a
real trooper when that happened. But she stood by Luke in it all. When they found Benjamin the
little boy went into trooper stance. After things turned around and Sharon and Mark were back in
the picture. They became Luke stability when he was looking for Caroline. In all of this Luke
found how much he loved Caroline. Will read more by this author.”

sharmik, “Keeps you on the edge of your seat. Excellent book! I have the complete I'm alley
series on audio books - listened to them all. Dee Henderson has a gift for writing and her books
are all excellent! I have read at least two of the Uncommon Heroes series! I highly recommend
her books”

satodg, “Very good book!. A typical Dee Henderson book. It kept you on your toes the whole
book. I've read pretty much all her books and none has disappointed.”

Tracey King, “On the edge of your seat nail-biter!. Lost a lot of sleep reading this book! It’s one
heck of a ride! All this and God too! Must read!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Twists and turns. Better than good but not gripping. I'm trying another by
her to see if it is the same.Great read while I was traveling.”

jay, “Really enjoyed this book. Luckily, wasn;t caught out as others had been when this book was
released under a different name - Publishers, or whoever is responsible, please make it clear



when a book has been issued under another name.I wasn;t sure if I would enjoy this book as
much as the others be Dee Henderson - boy I do love those Navy Seals, but was caught up in
this book within the first few pages. There were twists and turns throughout and a few surprises
which I hadn't expected. The characters were totally believable as were the situations in which
they found themselves in.For me definately a keeper”

sue, “Five Stars. Slightly different from her other books. Very enjoyable”

Andy H, “Wow!! Impossible to stop reading!. Wow!!  Impossible to stop reading!”

Ms. A. Koper, “same book different title. This is a well written book, easy read, and absorbing
story.The only problem is that I had already read it but then in the 'uncommon heroes'
series.There was nothing to say this is the same book with only a different title which was very
disappointing.Same book is: True courage.Worth a read, but don't do what I did and buy it twice
because of different title....”

Janelle, “Previously released book with new cover & title. I bought this book before any
information from the storyline had been entered on the amazon.ca site. I was very excited to see
that Dee Henderson had a new book out and from the cover, it looked like it would be good, as
her books are. I was disappointed when the book arrived and I discovered that it is one I already
own. This story was previously published as "True Courage", book four of the "Uncommon
Heroes" series.  It was a good book, but this is not a new story.”
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